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Executive Summary 
 
 

Objectives 
This deliverable aims to describe and discuss the results of an inquiry concerning specific 
needs for climate data and impact indicators of different user categories. These user 
requirements will guide developers in the further design of the CLIPC portal and indicator 
toolbox. The methods that have been applied in the inquiry include an online survey, 
interviews and a user requirement workshop. 
 
Results 
All user groups indicate that access to information on the portal should be free and open and 
that it is important to create a sustainable portal with regular updates. There is a need for data 
of high (scientific) quality, data in a specific format, high resolution data and metadata. Users 
also require tools to transform and visualize the data with post-processing tools. CLIPC 
should address the issue of standardisation of tools, colours and formats as well as 
harmonization of grids, calendars and treatment of leap years. Especially the need for a 
‘guided search’ functionality of the CLIPC portal, including a help desk function and the use 
of case studies have been stressed. Personalization of the portal through e.g. the possibilities 
to save queries would add value to the CLIPC portal. The interviewees indicate to have a need 
for a sustainable portal with regular updates of climate information and research finding.   
 
With a multitude of existing portals providing access to different sources of climate 
information, CLIPC should avoid redundancy with other portals. Therefore, most likely 
CLIPC will provide direct access to a number of reliable core data sources, harmonized 
metadata and a set of post-processing tools, and indirect access to additional data sets. The 
added value would then be provided by a comprehensive overview of data supply, type of 
indicator availability and guidance. The combination of satellite and ground-based data and 
modelling results will also be an asset compared to what already exists.  
 
Perspectives 
The deliverable has set the foundation for much of the work ahead. Some of the findings and 
recommendations presented can immediately be taken into consideration by the developers of 
the portal. Specific design challenges include: 
• Different user layers allowing all types of users to navigate through the portal 
• Layers for direct data access and links to ancillary information 
• A (personalized) selection and browsing tool to maximize user friendliness 
 
Feedback events are planned to enable users to assess new portal releases which will further 
shape the development of the CLIPC information portal. 
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1. Introduction  

 
To create a well-functioning user-oriented portal for climate observations and projections data 
and an impact indicator toolbox, detailed knowledge of user requirements and regular 
feedback from users on prototypes of the portal is needed. Deliverable 2.2 describes and 
discusses the results of an inquiry concerning specific needs for climate data and impact 
indicators of different user categories. As such this deliverable presents part of the results of 
task 2.2, WP2 of the CLIPC project1.   
 
This deliverable builds upon deliverable 2.1 in which four different user categories have been 
defined for the CLIPC portal and impact indicator toolbox (Groot et al., 2014). The four user 
categories include climate scientists, impact researchers, intermediary (or boundary) 
organisations (e.g. consultants, EEA) and societal end users (including policy makers, NGOs). 
This deliverable, however, predominantly presents the requirements of the first three user 
categories. This is based on the decision made by CLIPC project partners to focus future 
consultation on users of the categories climate scientists, impact researchers and intermediary 
(or boundary) organisations already involved in the CLIPC project and those who are 
involved in related projects. A review of past and ongoing projects demonstrated that societal 
end users need specific information and presented in a way that cannot be achieved in the 
CLIPC project (Groot et al., 2014). To ‘reach’ the societal end users, CLIPC will primarily 
consult the intermediary organisations. They are assumed to know their clients’ needs and to 
satisfy these by translating or transforming the data of the CLIPC portal into useful 
information for societal end users.  In line with suggested strategies for user consultation and 
engagement in deliverable 2.1 (Groot et al., 2014), the requirements for climate data and 
impact indicators presented in this report are developed on the basis of multiple consultation 
activities, including an online survey, semi-structured interviews and a user requirement 
workshop.  
 
Some of the findings and recommendations presented in this deliverable can immediately be 
taken into consideration by the developers of the portal and impact indicator toolbox. Other 
issues were further clarified by users during the user requirement workshop, and will be 
clarified during subsequent interactions with the CLIPC user panel and through other 
consultation activities. Users’ feedback on components of the CLIPC portal and impact 
indicator toolbox will further shape their development.  

1  
The CLIPC project aims to provide access to climate information of direct relevance to a wide variety of users.  
Information will include data from satellite and in-situ observations, climate models and re-analyses, 
transformed data products to enable impacts assessments and climate change impact indicators. For more 
information on the CLIP project see:  http://www.clipc.eu/ 
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Chapter 2 describes the methodology used to obtain information on user requirements. 
Chapter 3 describes the results of the online survey, interviews and workshop. Chapter 4 
analyses the results and gives recommendations for the further development of the portal and 
impact indicator toolbox. This chapter will also give recommendations for future user 
consultation and engagement activities.   
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2. Methodology  
To retrieve information on user requirements for climate data and the indicator toolbox 
potential users were firstly approached via an online survey. Secondly users were invited to 
participate in a one-on-one qualitative interview that went deeper into the experience of users 
with portals, their data needs and the ergonomics and functionalities of the future CLIPC 
portal and indicator toolbox. Thirdly users were invited to a user requirements workshop to 
discuss issues that were raised in the survey and during the interviews. 
 

 Online survey 2.1

To begin the general information retrieval from the different types of users, an online survey 
was developed to collect general information about the use of climate data and impact 
indicators, the sources most frequently used, methods and reasons for data retrieval and users’ 
opinion on strong/weak points of (existing) sources with climate data and impact indicators. 
The survey also aimed to find out if and in what way users were willing to participate in the 
further development of the CLIPC portal and indicator toolbox.      
 
To stimulate the participation of as many users as possible the survey was kept relatively 
short.  At this early stage, it was decided not to include questions targeting specific user 
categories. The online survey was distributed by an email invitation among 532 potential 
respondents. The database with email addresses was created by collecting email addresses of 
persons that have been involved in previous user panels, or have filled in questionnaires for 
other climate information projects. This information was gathered through the project review 
of task 2.1. Contact details were further collected through CLIPC partners and colleagues 
from related projects. The online survey was also made available to access via the CLIPC 
website (www.clipc.eu). The initial response rate of this email to potential respondents was 
relatively low (around 40 respondents). To increase the response rate of the survey the link to 
the survey with a short message was also distributed via groups on LinkedIn (H2020, 
Adaptability, Climate KIC, Climate Policy, Dutch Knowledge for Climate, Climate change 
professionals), Twitter, Facebook, Google plus (climate change), the websites of COST-
VALUE (internal), Q&A section on Research Gate, Viadeo (French LinkedIn) and Tekna 
(website with 50,000 engineer members).   
 
The survey was distributed among contacts across Europe to try and receive information from 
as many nationalities as possible. Initial responses did not encompass all nationalities, so an 
effort was made to try and include potential users from underrepresented areas of Europe by 
emailing personal contacts.  
 
The survey was put online in the summer of 2014 and closed at the beginning of November 
2014. The total amount of people that filled in the survey is 90 respondents. 64 respondents 
filled in the whole survey and 10 people remain anonymous. The survey consists of 15 

 
 

http://www.clipc.eu/
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questions. All respondents filled in questions 1 to 8. 98% (88 respondents) filled in the survey 
up to question 10. 78% (70 respondents) continued answering questions 11 and 12 and 71% 
(64 respondents) filled in the whole survey. The majority of the respondents (35%) 
characterize themselves as intermediary/boundary organizations, followed by climate 
scientists (26%), impact researchers (23%), and societal end users (13%). 3% of the 
respondents characterize themselves as other. 
 

 The semi structured interviews 2.2

The semi-structured interviews had a qualitative character and aimed to deepen the 
understanding of the results obtained from the online survey. Specifically, the interviews 
intended to discover the experience of the four user categories with existing climate portals, 
their data needs and the ergonomics and functionalities of the future CLIPC portal. For the 
qualitative interviews the following objectives are formulated: 
 

• to understand more precisely users’ strategies for data consultation, including the 
purpose of data use, reuse and processing needs; 

• to deepen the understanding of perceived weakness and strengths of existing portals 
and other data sources (websites, EU projects..) in order to close the existing gaps that 
users consider to be important; 

• to understand more precisely the data needs (type of data, type of indicators, etc.) and 
to prioritize issues and indicators; 

• to identify users’ perception of the added value of the CLIPC portal compared to 
already existing portals; 

• to identify users’ preferences as to the ergonomics, functionality, and other features of 
the interface of the CLIPC platform. 

An interview guide was set up and discussed by the partners of WP2. The interview setup was 
tested and evaluated at the end of September 2014. The interview invitations were sent out 
during the last period that the survey was distributed.  
   
In October-November 2014, 25 persons from the four user categories have been interviewed 
(Table 1.1). Three respondents felt they represent two user categories. The interviews 
included phone and face to face interviews. Each respondent was interviewed by one 
interviewer. Only in two cases, there were two interviewers involved. In total three different 
interviewers have conducted all interviews. The selection of the respondents was mainly 
based on the outcome of the online survey. 16 interviewees were selected on the basis of the 
professional network of the interviewers. Each interview has been documented in the form of 
an interview report.   
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Table 1.1: Number of respondents per user category, including a combination of two user 
categories  
 

 Climate 
scientists 

Impact 
researchers 

Intermediaries 
(or boundary 
workers)  

Societal 
end users 

Climate 
scientists/ 
Inter-
mediaries 

Impact 
researchers/ 
intermediari
es 

No. of 
respondents 

8 8  4 2 2 1 

 
 

The interview guide was structured into several sections:  

1. Profile of the interviewee and current use of available climate information and data 
including use of data (purposes and applications); 

2. Experience with climate data portals (general opinion about climate data portals, 
specification about portals, identification of common and divergent needs among users; 

3. Data needs: specifications about data needed in priority (type of data, spatial and time 
resolution, etc.); 

4. Impact indicators: use and need of impacts indicators, main sources, 
solutions/recommendations to deal with the scattered information on impacts; 

5. Ergonomics and functionalities: requirements about data format, tools for visualization, 
web GIS tools, etc. ; 

6. Conditions of data availability: users’ rights and users fees. 
 
The interview guide is available in annex 2.  
 

 The user requirements workshop 2.3

In the context of the CLIPC project a user requirement workshop was organised on February 
3rd 2015, in Amsterdam, The Netherlands. The workshop was organised for three potential 
user categories of the CLIPC portal, including climate scientists, impacts researchers and 
intermediary organisations. Their feedback on preliminary ideas, components and mock-ups 
is considered essential to maximize the relevance of the CLIPC Portal for users across 
Europe. The objectives of the CLIPC user requirements workshop included:  

• To test, discuss and receive feedback from potential users on preliminary ideas, 
components and mock-ups;  

• To further specify and prioritise requirements for a data platform and climate impact 
toolkit;  

• To manage expectations;  
• To identify needs/opportunities for user consultation in the next 1.5 years.  

 
The participants were divided into three subgroups: climate scientist, impact researchers and 
intermediary/boundary organisations. Each subgroup discussed ideas and mock-ups as to: 1) 
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data format & access, and finding data; 2) architecture and user interfaces and 3) impact data 
processing and exploration tools. The summary of findings from the workshop including the 
list of participants is presented in annex 3. 
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3. Results  
The following chapter describes the results on user requirements that were retrieved during 
the online survey (3.1), the qualitative interviews (3.2) and the user requirements workshop 
(3.3). 
 

 The online survey 3.1
This paragraph gives an introduction to the online survey by giving a summary of responses 
to the first 7 questions of the survey (3.1.1). It continues with the respondents use and 
experiences with sources providing information on climate data and impact indicators (3.1.2). 
The paragraph concludes with user requirements and preferences (3.1.3). The full overview of 
results can be found in annex 1 including graphs and numbers. The following paragraph only 
gives the answers that are deemed most important to mention. There are often more answers 
the respondents could choose from (Annex 1). The respondents had the choice to choose 
‘other’ as an answer where the question was multiple choice and fill in their own answers. 
These answers can again be found in annex 1. 
 

a) 3.1.1 Introduction  
 
The majority of the respondents answered the questions on behalf of themselves. The 
respondents come from 23 European countries which are well distributed across Europe. 
Germany is the country with the highest response rate. Western Europe is the geographical 
region with the highest response rate.  
 
The themes that the respondents are working on are varied, but there is a great amount of 
overlap. The majority of the respondents work on Climate in combination with mostly more 
than one other theme like Environment, Water and Agriculture. More than half of the 
respondents classify their organization as a research organization whether or not combined 
with other classifications. More than a third of the respondents indicate their organization can 
be classified by two (or more) themes of which Research & Public and Research & Education 
are two combinations which occur most often. The organisations that the respondents work 
for are very much involved in the study of/and or responses to climate change.  
 

b) 3.1.2 Use and experiences with climate portals providing information on climate data 
and impact indicators     

 
It is important to have an understanding of the use and experience respondents already have 
with sources providing information on climate data and impact indicators. Their previous 
experience can improve the CLIPC portal and allow the data provision to follow their 
preferences. Knowing where respondents currently retrieve their information from and what 
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the strong and weak features of their information sources are can further ensure that the 
CLIPC portal addresses those issues.    
 
It is also interesting for some questions to find out if different user categories answer the 
questions differently. Different user categories can, for example, require climate data for 
different purposes. But they might also have a different opinion on what they perceive as 
strengths and weaknesses from their previous experience with portals. Users coming from 
different geographical regions in Europe can again have different requirements and 
experiences with climate data. The answers from users that have categorized themselves 
under ‘other’ are not explicitly mentioned in the following texts, but their answers can be 
found in annex 1.  
 
Purpose of use 
To get an understanding of the reasons the respondents use climate information, the 
respondents were asked for what purpose they require access to climate data and climate 
impact indicators. They could choose one or several of seven answers. More than two thirds 
of the respondents require access to climate data and climate impact indicators “to give advice 
on climate data and climate impact indicators to others”. Often in combination with “to 
support the development of adaptation strategies and plans”. Three respondents indicated they 
require access to climate data and climate impact indicators for all purposes. Twelve 
respondents only indicated one purpose of use. The data is required least “for commercial 
purposes”, and the latter is always answered in combination with other purposes. 
 
To get an understanding of differences that might arise in purpose of use for different types of 
users, the answers are sorted on type of user (Annex 1). The climate scientists indicated to use 
the climate data “to give advice on climate data and climate impact indicators to others” 
slightly more often than they indicate using the data “as input in research on climate change”. 
The impact researchers use climate data and indicators most often “to make risk and 
vulnerability assessments” followed by “to support the development of adaptation strategies 
and plans” and “to use as input in research on climate change”. The intermediary/boundary 
organizations use data most often “to give advice on climate data and climate impact 
indicators to others” and “to support the development of adaptation strategies and plans”. As 
can be expected they also often use the data “to create awareness”. The societal end users use 
the data most often “to support the development of adaptation strategies and plans” followed 
by “to make risk and vulnerability assessments”. Across all user categories the purpose to use 
the data “for commercial purposes” is again not often or not given, this also holds for the 
“other” purpose of use.  
 
The requirements per user category match quite well with what could be expected beforehand. 
In the previous question it was possible to answer with the requirement to use data “to 
develop and test (climate related) models”. If respondents ticked of this answer we asked 
them for what type of models they require the data. The respondents could choose between 
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environmental, climate and socio-economic models. The majority indicated to use the data for 
environmental models, followed by climate and socio-economic models.  
 
As expected the different types of user categories indicated to use models closely related to 
their user category; the climate scientist uses all models, but mostly climate models followed 
by environmental models. The majority of impact researchers use environmental and socio-
economic models. The intermediary/boundary organizations especially use the environmental 
and climate models and the societal end users only use socio-economic models. 
 
Sources used for climate data and impact indicators retrieval 
The respondents were asked to indicate where they currently retrieve their climate data and 
impact indicator information from. They had a choice of 14 answers ranging from sources 
such as “consultants”, “EEA” and “national meteorological services”. For all possible answers 
please consult annex 1. Please, acknowledge that the Figures that follow in this paragraph 
give percentages relative to each other, and no absolute percentages. This is due to the 
possibility to choose multiple answers.  
 
The majority of the respondents go to “National meteorological services”, followed by 
“International and intergovernmental organizations (e.g. UNEP, IPCC, IIASA database for 
scenarios)” to retrieve climate data and climate impact indicators. Next, “National research 
projects” and “FP7 research projects” are used most often. The respondents often use a 
combination of sources to retrieve their information. Sources that are least often used include 
“ESA climate change initiative research projects”, “ESA” and “EUMETSAT”.  
 
Out of interest, the respondents were asked whether their country has a national portal on 
climate (data). 37% of all respondents indicated to use the national portal on (climate) data as 
a resource. More than half of the respondents indicate their country has a national portal on 
climate data and climate impact indicators. A third of the respondents indicated that their 
country does not have a national portal. The remaining respondents did not know whether 
their country has a national portal on climate data and climate. 
 
All user categories indicated they use several sources to retrieve their information (Figure 3.1-
3.4). The climate scientists indicated to use all sources that are given as an option in the 
survey. Climate scientists (Figure 3.1) use the “European centre for medium range weather 
forecast (ECMWF)” most often followed by “National meteorological services” and “FP7 
research projects”. 
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Figure 3.1. Sources used for data retrieval by climate scientists  
 
Impact researchers (Figure 3.2) use “National meteorological services and International and 
intergovernmental organizations” most often as their source of data followed by “FP7 
research projects”.  
 

 
Figure 3.2. Sources used for data retrieval by impact researchers  
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Intermediary/boundary organizations (Figure 3.3) use “International and intergovernmental 
organizations” most often followed by “National research projects” and “National 
meteorological services”.  
 

 
Figure 3.3. Sources used for data retrieval by intermediary/boundary organisations  
 
The societal end users (Figure 3.4) use “National research projects”, closely followed by 
“National meteorological services” and “International and intergovernmental organizations” 
as their source of information.   
 
It can be concluded that especially “National meteorological services”, “International and 
intergovernmental organizations” and “National research projects” are often consulted for 
climate information by all types of users. 
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Figure 3.4. Sources used for data retrieval by societal end users  
 
Not only can the answers for which source the respondents use for data consultation be sorted 
by user category, but it can also be sorted geographically to analyse if respondents use 
different sources if they come from a different region in Europe (Figure 3.5-3.8).  
 
Respondents coming from Eastern Europe (Figure 3.5) use nine sources to retrieve their 
climate data and impact indicators from. They most often make use of “International and 
intergovernmental organisations” and “National meteorological services”.  
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Figure 3.5. Sources used for data retrieval sorted by geographical region (east) 
 
Respondents from Southern Europe (Figure 3.6) use eleven sources for their data retrieval and 
again make most use of “National meteorological services”, followed by “International and 
intergovernmental organisations”, “National research projects” and “FP7 projects”.  
 

 
Figure 3.6. Sources used for data retrieval sorted by geographical region (south) 
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Respondents from North and West Europe use all given sources for their data retrieval (14 
sources). Respondents from the North (Figure 3.7) most often make use of a “National 
climate portal” followed by “International and intergovernmental organisations” and 
“National meteorological services”. Respondents from Western countries (Figure 3.8) also 
most often make use of the sources mentioned before, but with different percentages. 
 

 
Figure 3.7. Sources used for data retrieval sorted by geographical region (north) 
 

 
Figure 3.8. Sources used for data retrieval sorted by geographical region (west) 
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There is no difference between regions regarding usage of the previously most often used 
sources. There is a somewhat evenly distributed use of “National meteorological services” 
(16-20%), “National research projects” (10-15%) and “FP7 research projects” (10-15%). 
Respondents from Northern countries (17%) make more use of “National climate portals” 
then other regions (west: 9%, south 7% and east 3%). Although almost the same percentage of 
respondents in the northern and western region indicates to have a national climate portal, 
there is a difference in the actual usage of the portals. Respondents from Eastern Europe 
indicate to make more use (10%) of consultants in comparison with other regions (south: 5%, 
west: 3%, north: 2%). Eastern respondents also make more use of EEA as a source of 
information (14%) in comparison with other regions (south: 7%, north and west: 4%). 
Western respondents (6%) indicate to use Earth System Grid Federation (ESGF) and apart 
from respondents from Northern Europe (1%) no other regions use ESGF as a source for their 
data. 
 
Websites of the data sources  
The respondents were asked to write down the websites of the main sources of data and 
indicators for their work. The answers are sorted on user category and whether or not they 
indicated to have a national portal on climate (data). The full list of answers can be found in 
annex 1. A first look at the listed websites show that next to the use of many European data 
related websites, a great amount of respondents use national websites to gather information on 
climate data and indicators. The answers were well balanced, 51% of the answers are websites 
based on European wide information, and 49% of the answers are websites based on national 
information. Some examples of European websites are: www.ecmwf.int; www.climate-
adapt.eu; http://www.ipcc.ch/. Some examples of national websites are: 
https://www.ipma.pt/pt; www.knmi.nl; www.drias-meteo.fr.  
 
By looking at the responses if their country has a national portal, and the listed websites, it is 
not always clear if the respondents make a distinction between a national meteorological 
service and a separate national portal on climate change. It might be that respondents think of 
these two sources as the same source.  
 
No distinction can be made between the websites the respondents mention and their user 
category. All users use national and European websites as their source of data. 
 
Strengths and weaknesses of portals 
Respondents were asked to give their opinion on 22 features by indicating if the feature is 
“usually a major weakness”, has “mixed weaknesses and strengths”, is “usually a major 
strength” or “no opinion”. The 22 features were chosen in close collaboration with the 
partners and include features addressing data provision, characteristics of the data, processing 
tools, portal characteristics and guidance. The results can be found in Figure 3.9. 
 

           

 
 

http://www.ecmwf.int/
http://www.climate-adapt.eu/
http://www.climate-adapt.eu/
http://www.ipcc.ch/
https://www.ipma.pt/pt
http://www.knmi.nl/
http://www.drias-meteo.fr/
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Three features were seen as usually a major weakness in the data information provision by 
respondents: “Guided search”, “Ability to combine/compare data” and “Ability to transform 
and visualize data”. Least often mentioned as usually being a major weakness was 
“Scientifically correct”, only two respondents answered as such. 
 
As can be expected from the ‘neutral’ opinion no feature stands out from the other features as 
being ranked more often as mixed weaknesses and strengths. Half of the respondents 
answered mixed weaknesses and strengths for “Usage of understandable language” and 
“Diversity of subjects as neutral”, followed by “Finalized products (e.g. predefined 
maps/graphs, predefined time slices)”. “The possibility to save user queries” was mentioned 
least often under mixed weaknesses and strengths by the respondents. 
 
“Scientifically correct” was seen by most respondents as usually a major strength, followed 
by “Quality of underlying data” and “Free open access”. “Different user interfaces dependent 
on user profile” was answered least as usually being a major strength. 
 
 

 
Figure 3.9. Opinion of respondents on portals based on their experience 
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The answer no opinion was given most often by respondents for the feature “Provision of 
information on processing time for ‘heavy requests’ involving large amounts of data” 
followed by “Possibility to save user queries” and “Different user interfaces dependent on 
user profile”. “Amount of data available” and “Information on uncertainty” were least given a 
no opinion answer. 
 
A summary of the top 3 high ranking and top 3 low ranking under the different answers is 
given in table 3.1. It is important to address the features that have a high ranking under 
“usually a major weakness” when developing the CLIPC portal to ensure these weaknesses do 
not occur in the CLIPC portal. The top 3 low ranking of usually a major weakness and the top 
3 high ranking of usually a major strength are features that are important to also apply in the 
CLIPC portal. Fortunately two of the features overlap between these two lists (“Scientifically 
correct” and “Quality of underlying data”) indicating these features should also get priority in 
the CLIPC portal. 
 
Table 3.1 Top 3 high/low ranking of features under the different opinions 
Answer Top 3 high ranking Top 3 low ranking 
Usually a major 
weakness 

Guided search  
Ability to combine/compare data 
Ability to transform and visualize 
data 

Scientifically correct 
Quality of underlying data 
Speed of data retrieval 

Mixed weaknesses 
and strengths 

Usage of understandable language  
Diversity of subjects  
Finalized products  

Possibility to save user queries  
Free open access 
Scientifically correct 

Usually a major 
strength 

Scientifically correct 
Quality of underlying data 
Free open access 

Different user interfaces dependent on 
user profile 
Provision of information on processing 
time for ‘heavy requests’ involving 
large amounts of data 
Use of frequently asked questions 

No opinion Provision of information on 
processing time for ‘heavy requests’ 
involving large amounts of data 
Possibility to save user queries 
Different user interfaces dependent 
on user profile 

Amount of data available  
Information on uncertainty 
Explanations of climate data and 
climate impact indicators 

 
The opinion of the respondents on the 22 features was also sorted on user category. The 
graphs similar to Figure 3.9 for all user categories can be found in annex 1. Table 3.2 
summarizes the top 3 features that are usually major weaknesses and usually major strengths 
per user category. Some user categories have more than three features mentioned under the 
top 3 major weaknesses and strengths, because the features got a similar amount of votes.  
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Climate scientists did not strongly indicate a feature as being a major weakness of a climate 
portal. Three features were mentioned by some respondents as being a major weakness; 
“Ability to combine/compare data”, “Choice of data format” and “Information on 
uncertainty”.  But contradictory, the feature “Choice of data format” was also seen as usually 
a major strength by a greater amount of respondents. “Scientifically correct”, “Free open 
access”, “Choice of data format” and “Information on updates and new developments” were 
answered most often as usually a major strength. 
 
Table 3.2. Top 3 features that are major weaknesses and major strengths according to user 
category  
User category Top 3 major weaknesses Top 3 major strengths 
Climate 
scientist 

Ability to combine/compare data  
Choice of data format  
Information on uncertainty  

Scientifically correct  
Amount of data available 
Information on updates and new 
developments 
Free open access 
Choice of data format  

Impact 
researcher 

Information on uncertainty  
Ability to combine/compare data  
Guided search  

Scientifically correct  
Amount of data available  
Speed of data retrieval  

Intermediary/ 
boundary 
organisation 

Explanations of climate data and 
climate impact indicators  
Help desk function  
Possibility to save user queries  
Guided search  

Scientifically correct  
Quality of underlying data  
Amount of data available  
Free open access  
Availability and quality of metadata  

Societal end 
user 

Amount of data available  
Provision of information on 
processing time for ‘heavy requests’ 
involving large amounts of data 
Different user interfaces dependent 
on user profile  

Quality of underlying data  
Free open access  
Scientifically correct  
Usage of understandable language  
 

 
Impact researchers were more critical in comparison with climate scientists and indicate 
many features as usually a major weakness. “Information on uncertainty”, “Ability to 
combine/compare data” and “Guided search” were answered most often as usually a major 
weakness. Impact researchers were more positive about the features “Scientifically correct”, 
followed by “Amount of data available” and “Speed of data retrieval”. 
 
Intermediary/boundary organizations indicated that “Explanations of climate data and climate 
impact indicators” followed by “Help desk function”, the “Possibility to save user queries” 
and “Guided search” were usually a major weakness of climate information portals. The 
strongest features according to their opinion were the features “Scientifically correct”, 
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“Quality of underlying data”, followed by “Amount of data available”, “Free open access”, 
“Availability and quality of metadata”. 
 
Like the climate scientists, the societal end users do not strongly indicate a feature as usually 
being a major weakness. The societal end users often did not have an opinion on whether a 
feature is strength or a weakness of a portal. This can be due to them having a lack of 
experience with portals and therefore not having an opinion on these features, it may also be 
that they feel indifferent to the features. The respondents viewed “Amount of data available”, 
“Provision of information on processing time for ‘heavy requests’ involving large amounts of 
data” and “Different user interfaces dependent on user profile” as features that are most often 
usually a major weakness.  The features that were usually seen as major strengths are “Quality 
of underlying data”, “Free open access”, “Scientifically correct” and “Usage of 
understandable language”.  
 

c) 3.1.3 User requirements and preferences 
 
Next to the previous experience that users might have with portals it is important to 
understand what features they find important for future portals and which preferences they 
might have. The features that were deemed weak or strong in the previous section are not 
necessarily the features that respondents also find important. To get a clear understanding of 
this, we asked the respondents to rank the same 22 features as before on a scale of very 
important to not important at all, or no opinion. The results can be found in Figure 3.10. 
 
“Free open access” was considered to be the most important feature by the majority of the 
respondents, followed by “Accessibility of data” and “Explanations of climate data and 
climate impact indicators”. It can be concluded that almost all individual features are 
considered to be very important/important or neutral by at least 60% of the respondents. Half 
of the features were even considered very important /important by 70% of the respondents. 
The features “Different user entrances”, “Use of frequently asked questions” and “Provision 
of information on processing time for ‘heavy requests’ involving large amounts of data” were 
viewed most often as mostly unimportant or not important at all by the respondents. The 
features “Different user entrances”, “Possibility to save user queries” and “Use of frequently 
asked questions” received the answer neutral most often. The features “Ability to cope with 
numerous simultaneous users”, “Different user entrances”, “Guided search” and “Provision of 
information on processing time for ‘heavy requests’ involving large amounts of data” were 
given the most no opinion answers.  
 
The answers concerning the ranking can again be sorted into user category. The top features 
ranked as very important are summarized in table 3.3. 
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Climate scientists indicated “Free open access” and “Availability and quality of metadata” 
very important features of a portal. “Finalized products” and “Possibility to save user queries” 
were most often indicated as neutral. “Ability to combine data”, together with “Help desk 
function” and “Different user entrances” were most often mentioned as being unimportant for 
a portal.  
 
Impact researchers indicated “Free open access”, “Accessibility of data” and “Information on 
uncertainty” very important features of a portal. The first two mentioned features do not 
receive a different ranking at all, other than being important or very important. The features 
“Different user entrances” and “Use of frequently asked questions” were most often indicated 
as neutral features for a portal. “Different user entrances”, “Use of frequently asked 
questions”, “Guided search” and “Ability to cope with numerous simultaneous users” were 
most often indicated by impact researchers as being unimportant/not important at all.  
 

 
Figure 3.10 Possible features of a portal ranked on a scale of importance 

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%
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Intermediary/boundary organisations indicate “Free open access”, “Explanations of climate 
data and indicators” and “Accessibility of data” most often as very important features of a 
portal. Most often mentioned as neutral features are “Provision of information on processing”, 
“Different user entrances” and “Ability to cope with numerous simultaneous users”. The latter 
two were also mentioned by the intermediary/boundary organisations most often as being 
features that are unimportant/not important at all for a portal.  
 
When looking at the results of the ranking of the societal end users, it can immediately be 
seen that societal end users more often choose the option ‘no opinion’ to express their opinion 
on features. The feature “Ability to cope with numerous simultaneous users” is most often 
being ranked with ‘no opinion’. Similar to their answers for weaknesses/strengths, this might 
be due to them having a lack of experience with portals and therefore not have an opinion on 
these features, it may also be that they feel indifferent to the features. The societal end users 
rank “Usage of understandable language”, “Diversity of subjects” and “Free open access” 
most often as very important. They do not have strong preferences for features they find 
unimportant/not important at all.   
 
Table 3.3 Top features ranked as very important per user category 
User category Top features ranked as very important 
Climate scientist Free open access 

Availability and quality of metadata  
Impact researcher Free open access 

Accessibility of data  
Information on uncertainty 

Intermediary/ 
boundary organisation 

Free open access 
Explanations of climate data and climate impact indicators 
Accessibility of data  

Societal end user Usage of understandable language 
Diversity of subjects  
Free open access 

Other Explanations of climate data and climate impact indicators 
Usage of understandable language 
Finalized products  
Availability and quality of metadata  

 
Respondents have the possibility to indicate other weak/strong features of portals that they 
have experience with. Box 1 gives some examples of additional strengths and weaknesses that 
users provide. An overview of all answers is given in annex 1.  
 
 
 

o (Question 13a, 13 b + final comments) 

Box 1.Examples of additional strengths and weaknesses from respondents 
 
Strengths Access to the latest data.  
Weaknesses Too much information which requires lots of working time. 
  Lack of international standards for climate-related data/information. 
  It is difficult to serve the different needs of customers with a different  
  background.  
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Additional important points/suggestions 
Respondents were given the opportunity to also indicate what other important points a portal 
should have that were not mentioned in previous questions. A small amount of respondents 
had some additional important points. One respondent indicated that many users find it 
difficult to get an overview of all the available information and that therefore overview (and 
indication of quality) of information is important. Another respondent found it important that 
basic tools for bias correction and downscaling are available. The strengths and weaknesses of 
each climate model should also be discussed and an indication on some "minimal" set of 
models able to cover most of the range of possible futures should be given. A respondent who 
is a policy maker indicated he/she has no need for large data sets and that therefore speed and 
volume of data availability are of minor importance. This comment is however also a signal 
that easy access to ‘small’ datasets should be made available on the CLIPC portal. A last 
respondent gave an example of a website that he/she finds convenient to work with: 
http://www.globalchange.gov/. 
 
One respondent had some suggestions that could be taken into account when creating the 
CLIPC portal. The person suggested to further check the opinion of various groups of users to 
different types of existing portals. It was also recommended to take into account if all user 
categories can be accommodated through the same portal and if not, how this will be resolved. 
He also suggested to improving the consistency between datasets. Different sectors have 
different impacts to take into account, but there is also data from different countries which 
might not be consistent.  
 
Another respondent suggested a glossary/controlled vocabulary to avoid ambiguities in the 
data description, and to have empirical-statistical downscaled results of climate models. 
He/she further suggested to have information on the models on validation, the methods of the 
model for producing the results and to ensure the results are based on large multi-model 
ensembles to allow proper interpretation.  
 

 The Qualitative interviews: detailed information on the use, experiences 3.2
and preferences for climate data portals  

 

a) 3.2.1 Use and experiences with portals providing information on climate data and 
impact indicators 

 
Portals in use  
The respondents mentioned the existence and use of a large diversity of climate portals (Table 
3.4. None of them, not even the climate scientists and impact researchers, appear to have a 
clear overview of all different portals available and their possibilities. 
 

 
 

http://www.globalchange.gov/
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Table 3.4: Portals often used by respondents 
 
Portals with observational data Portals with reanalysed 

data 
Raw data, projections, 
indicators  

ECA&D (global observations) 
(cs,ir)  
 

ERA Intr CERA (cs)2 
 

 
NCEP: DSS portal 

 

ERA40NCEP FAOstat (ir) 

ERA interim  

 

 Climate-ADAPT (io)   
 

Météo France   World Bank UN data portal (io) 
 

ECMWF  Net-CDF 

DRIAS  UNEP grid (io) 

Austrian MET service  UNDP  

  EM-DAT (disaster database from 
Louvain) (io) 

  Meteorological office 
organisation websites (io) 

  CMIP3 
  CMIP5 (e.g. ESGF) (cs,ir) 
  BMBC 
  KNMI Climate Explorer (cs, ir) 
  UK met office 
 
On top of these portals, numerous research projects provide updated information such as 
ENSEMBLES, PRUDENCE, European Climate Assessment & Dataset project (E-OBS 
data set). Yet they are not always accessible, or only for a limited period.  

Some respondents tend to make a distinction between ‘user-friendly portals’, like ECA&D, 
and portals like BMBC or CMIP5 that are qualified as more "technical". Whereas some of the 
first categories are more easy to use, they do not give access to raw observational or modelled 
data that they can process themselves. On the contrary, the last category is more "scientific" 
yet requires a greater experience with the use of datasets, including scripting. As one 
interviewee put forward “users need time to learn how it works and how it is structured”. 

Respondents also distinguish between portals that provide data only and portals that provide 
data and tools. For example, it is possible to retrieve data from CMIP5 yet another portal is 
required to analyse them. On the contrary, if those data are accessible through Climate 
Explorer, it is possible to analyse them directly online. 
 

2 cs: climate scientists, ir: impact researcher, io: intermediaries, seu: societal end users  
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One respondent mentioned that existing portals rarely offer either raw or processed data 
products through one portal. Due to such a diversification, users often need to consult 
different platforms to collect all the data/information one requires. Especially researchers with 
a broad variety of tasks, such as intermediary persons but also possibly climate scientists and 
impact researchers need to consult multiple sources in order to obtain all data and information 
needed. 

 
Respondents distinguish two categories of data users who access climate portals. Firstly, the 
"pure (climate) scientists" who are experienced with computer science, who are working as 
climate scientists and/or climate impact modellers. They need to be able to download 
comprehensive datasets. They browse many portals they are able to choose, depending on the 
type of data they need to access. They are familiar with scripts which they use to download 
data. Secondly, the respondents mention the more ‘inexperienced’ type of data users who 
need climate information for developing adaptation strategies or for conducting an impact 
assessment. They are familiar with climate information in general. This category of users 
especially requires processed information. 
 
Each data user seems to have his/her own strategy to choose the portal(s) to retrieve data(sets) 
he/she needs. The user’s selection strategy depends on the purpose of the data use, the user’s 
background and past experience, the specific needs of the project or customers for whom the 
user is working. So, experience and habits appear to be the main drivers behind the choice of 
a specific portal. 
 
Strengths and weaknesses of portals in use  
 
Strengths 
Six respondents mentioned they regularly use  CERA (two climate scientists), FAOstat (one 
impact researcher) and Climate-ADAPT  (two societal end users) to retrieve data because they 
provide a user-friendly interface allowing users to quickly find the required data and 
information and because of the completeness in data/information provision.  In addition, the 
climate wizard portal (http://www.climatewizard.org/AboutUs.html) and the Climate Change 
Knowledge Portal (http://sdwebx.worldbank.org/climateportal/) are also mentioned as 
preferred portals. Examples of portals that are appreciated because of  lay-out, visualisations 
and interaction with users include lightningmaps.org 
(http://www.lightningmaps.org/realtime?lang=fr) which uses Google maps as basic layer and 
common format of maps and the ENSEMBLES Downscaling Portal (version 2) 
(https://www.meteo.unican.es/downscaling/intro.html).  
 
Weaknesses 
The most criticized factor was the user interface, which was described by four respondents as 
limited, not user-friendly and where downloading is only possible via scripts. A user-friendly 
interface is especially important for the more inexperienced users. 

 
 

http://sdwebx.worldbank.org/climateportal/
http://www.lightningmaps.org/realtime?lang=fr
https://www.meteo.unican.es/downscaling/intro.html
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Concerning impact indicators, several respondents mentioned that although many indicators 
and indices exist, yet they haven't a clear idea how to categorize and organize them. 
Moreover, four impact modellers highlighted that impact data users are not always able to 
determine exactly which indicators they need. Two end users and impact researchers also 
mentioned that economic impact is not yet sufficiently covered by current databases and 
models. Two impact modelers also mentioned that relative humidity and extreme events are 
so far not sufficiently covered by current databases and models. 
 
The majority of the respondents indicated that they prefer high resolution data, but the size of 
the downloadable data should still be manageable according to three respondents. The user 
should be able to cut down the data in the size he/she needs. It was also mentioned by three 
respondents that it is difficult to obtain background information on the data provided. In 
addition, it was perceived by two respondents as a weakness that data from different sources 
are not combined in one centralized database.  
 

b) 3.2.2 User requirements and preferences 
 
Content 

 
Data 
The respondents put forward different types of data they require including raw data, model 
data, observational data, long term projections and seasonal predictions, ground data and 
satellite data, historical data, processed data and scenarios. According to five respondents, 
these needs appear to be more linked to a specific task at hand rather than to specific user 
categories. Difficulties have been mentioned to access both ground and satellite data. For all 
data, three interviewees insisted that extreme values are needed for them, rather than only 
means.   

 
It was mentioned at least once in different contexts, that it is important to ensure data quality. 
For example mistrust in other people’s data could easily lead to a limited use of products 
offered by the CLIPC platform. This concern was predominantly put forward by climate 
scientists but also by impact researchers. Two end users expressed to have no need for 
detailed data, but require general overview and information documents. 
 
Five interviewees did not give specific information on which indicators they need, but 
indicate this varies depending on the topic at hand. Six interviewees gave examples of 
indicators which are needed; (maximum and minimum) temperature and precipitation are 
mentioned most often. Other indicators include solar radiation, wind speed, relative humidity, 
ice cover and sea ice thickness.  
 
Four interviewees stressed the issue of standardization. Standardization concerns tools, 
format, harmonization of grids, treatment of leap years, harmonization of calendars 
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(differences between United Kingdom and the others) etc. For example the way “daily” 
temperature is provided is diverse. In some datasets, the daily temperature is measured 
between 6.00h and 18.00h, whereas in others between 0:00h and 24:00h. It was put forward 
that standardization implies a certain "trade-off". If standardization is a high priority, then the 
portal might end up with limited datasets. But on the other hand, without standardization, the 
portal would end up with a lot of data but with limited use.  

 
Resolution 
Three respondents mentioned they require the highest resolution possible, but agree that there 
are limitations due to the technological standard and model/scenarios understanding. For 
spatial scales the interviewees working across national borders, e.g. global, European, 
national or at river basin scale require resolutions from 1,5-2° down to 10 km. Impacts 
modelers working at the community scale, require data of a resolution higher than can be 
made available in a meaningful, reliable way. The required temporal scale depends on the task 
at hand. For impact researchers a daily resolution often appears to be sufficient. Depending on 
the project, one interviewee mentioned to also work with yearly, decadal or even multi-
decadal scale data. 

 
Format 
In general the most important characteristics of the data format is that data are organized 
according to a structure, are consistently defined and can easily be transformed into other 
formats. Three respondents mentioned another important requirement that firstly biases are 
corrected. One respondent suggested that a first spatial interpolation is made. Three 
interviewees prefer the possibility to choose between formats and one interviewee emphasized 
that the format should be easily convertible after downloading. Climate scientists appear to 
prefer CDO (Climate Data Operator) supported formats such as CDF and grip files. In terms 
of format, Net-CDF is highly appreciated favoured. Impact researchers like to work with txt, 
Excel or ASCII files. Societal end users don’t need any numeric format. They prefer more 
general information to quickly develop an overview. 
 
Metadata  
All interviewees mentioned the importance of metadata.  Metadata is considered a guarantee 
for quality, enhancing users’ trust in the scientific quality of the data provided. Three 
respondents emphasized that a direct link from the data to a description is necessary 
explaining the origin of the data, for what purpose and by whom it was produced, made 
changes, underlying assumptions and model parameters, abbreviations, accuracy level, 
uncertainty and a contact for further questions. Interviewees put forward that in some cases 
the information about bias correction and calibration are unclear. Once more, standardized 
procedures are required. Metadata in combination with a glossary explaining variables and 
concepts is needed to avoid misunderstanding of the data itself. Three respondents put 
forward that the current standard is sufficient even for experienced users and there is no need 
to add new metadata.  
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Access 
Free access is held as a basic principle although the interviewees are aware of the cost of data 
and portal maintenance. 
 
Functionalities 
 
The respondents highlighted several functionalities the CLIPC portal could address, which 
would add value to the already existing portals. It concerns ‘guidance in search and content 
management’, pre-treatment, personalized mode, and the provision of a subset of existing 
datasets. 
 
Guidance 
Respondents put forward the importance of ‘guidance in search and content management’. 
Besides the classical "Frequently Asked Questions", a support team would be a real asset and 
will add value to existing portals. The support team could have two functions: first, it could 
quickly solve problems with datasets or bugs with tools, second, it could function as a help 
desk committed to answer technical questions from users.   
For the most experienced users, the portal could be designed as an intermediary between data 
producers and users. It means that ideally the portal should be supported by a professional 
team of experts with good knowledge of the datasets and their limitations. As an interviewee 
described it, a "sort of after-retrieval service". 
Feedbacks from research projects, especially from past research projects on the value of some 
models and methods compared to others; an assessment of strength and weaknesses of models 
and other sources with an associated bibliography; and information about latest updates could 
be provided as well. Case studies could help illustrating how to use the climate datasets in 
further modelling. CLIPC could provide some examples from different sectors (agriculture, 
forestry, etc.).  
 
Post processing  
Respondents mentioned the usefulness of an on-line toolbox that could be made available on 
the future portal. At least five respondents would appreciate some supportive features for 
search, selections and/or easy calculations. This toolbox could enable processing of data 
before downloading such as: tools for grid and calendar harmonization, debiasing, 
downscaling, and spatial and temporal selection. The University of Cantabria was mentioned 
as a best practice example for their work on downscaling tools. 
 
Personalization 
The interviewees recommend that the CLIPC portal should offer a personalized mode to 
address the diverse requirements of the climate data users and ensure the user obtains only the 
information which is specifically tailored to his/her needs. Specifically, the portal could offer 
a personalized search/request with a choice of parameters and variables, of precise time-
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series, and over certain plots. Additionally, the possibility to put personal bookmarks and to 
save personal queries could be an added value compared to existing portals. The French portal 
‘DRIAS –Les Futurs du Climat’ has developed such a personalized mode.  
 
For impact indices, a personalization of the request could be made available as well. Easy to 
use tools could be provided to enable calculating simple and personalized indices. For 
example, if the user needs information on evapotranspiration, a simple tool could be made 
available to calculate it by combining temperature and humidity.  
 
Overview of existing datasets 
Respondents indicated the need for an overview to help users to find their way among 
numerous existing portals, projects and websites. It would allow them to check what is 
available and what not. Such an overview would also help to track regular updates of climate 
information and research. 
 
Ergonomics and Visualization 
Respondents from all user categories mentioned the importance of visualizations (directly or 
indirectly). Climate scientists and impact researchers would appreciate to use certain plots to 
visualize information for certain time-series before downscaling. Pre-visualizations and 
graphical interface are important to select a certain time period, plots or to select a variable 
from a list of variables in order to generate maps and indicators. 
 

c) 3.2.3 Challenges for the CLIPC Portal 
 
This paragraph discusses the challenges for the CLIPC portal as put forward during the 
interviews.  
 
Users: (technically) skilled specialists and non-specialists with broader orientation    
When discussing user requirements, the majority of the interviewees tended to distinguish 
between two types of users: 1) scientists with advanced skills to download and process 
complicated technical data. They know where and how to access data they need. They might 
have direct access to observation networks and datasets and, 2) less specialized users who do 
not have advanced technical skills and who are merely interested in processed data. They use 
existing portals such as World Bank that offer them processed data. 
 
Added value 
Respondents stressed the importance for CLIPC to avoid redundancy with other existing 
portals. Two strategies were identified. Part of the interviewees support CLIPC’s ambition to 
become a "one stop shop", providing direct access to raw data, harmonized meta-data and 
post processing tools from as many reliable sources as possible. The majority of the 
respondents, however, think CLIPC should make less data directly accessible through the 
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portal itself but make links and clear connections to existing portals and datasets (e.g. 
FAOstat, Climate-Adapt, CORDEX and national meteorological services). Or as one 
respondent put forward “.the potential for CLIPC could be to offer the big frame, summarize 
key results and link to specific project portal for more details”. The added value would then 
be provided by a comprehensive overview of data supply and guidance. In addition, the 
combination of satellite and ground-based data and modelling results could be another asset 
compared to existing portals. From the interviews it appeared that currently few users work 
with satellite data for climate parameters, but many would like to use these data if they were 
more easily available. 
 
Interface: User friendly and dynamic  
The majority of the respondents criticize the user interface of existing portals. Developing a 
user-friendly and dynamic interface will add value to the CLIPC portal. According to the 
respondents a user-friendly interface means: 
• Supporting the user to quickly retrieve the data he/she is looking for;  
• Allowing to connect the data to relevant metadata in order to understand and use the 

data/information correctly; 
• Supporting the user to quickly retrieve metadata (and not through several steps which is 

currently the case);   
• Avoiding confusion by a complicated structure or by visualizations on the webpage;  
• Implement a control mechanism to prevent usual mistakes. For example, if someone is 

looking for a model scenario, a window could pop up suggesting to use additional 
scenarios to address uncertainty; 

• Offering different search functions (e.g. sectors, regions) and include user cases.  
 
Respondents characterize a dynamic interface by three dimensions: 
• The first dimension is that the portal structure should be flexibly designed to adapt to the 

evolving needs of users in future and to adapt to the development of new indices and new 
indicators, and to the development of new findings of research and observation. One 
respondent mentioned the possibility to use the "AGIL method": A new style of software 
methodology based on adaptive methods and a people-first orientation; 

• The second dimension concerns a sustained interaction with a group of users, providing 
regular feedbacks on the portal’s interface, data content and tools; 

• The third dimension addresses the organization of capacity building. The European Centre 
for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) is seen as an interesting partner to 
organize trainings.  

 
Layers for specialists and non-specialists   
• According to a majority of the respondents CLIPC would have a real asset if providing a 

two-step portal with two layers: one for the more technically skilled users and another for 
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less experienced users with a broader orientation and providing guided access. For 
example, the French DRIAS portal provides such layered access routes;  

• Such a two layered design would address the concern that was raised by these respondents 
with regard to the involvement of the four different user categories of which some would 
not have sufficient experience to handle data, statistics and interpret it correctly. A few 
interviewees mentioned the need to distinguish between user groups on the basis of some 
information the user has to provide before entering the portal. With this step it would be 
easier to adapt to different user needs and reduce the risk of misunderstanding of data and 
information. This step should be quite short as users might lose their patience quickly. 

 
Priority datasets and size 
• Regarding observations, as mentioned above, a combination of satellite and ground-based 

data (direct observations and reanalysis) could satisfy the needs of the more specialized 
climate scientists and impact researchers. Especially datasets such as EURO4M or E-OBS 
are of interest. Regarding models, the priority is given to CMIP5 and higher resolution 
ensembles, like CORDEX. In both case, a benefit would be to give access to both 
extremes and means; 

• The interviews show that the size of datasets does not seem to be an issue for users. Yet, a 
future portal could still include improvements. A future portal could enable users to 
choose the size of the dataset he/she needs to download. For example, climate scientists 
do not always need complete datasets. They could be offered the possibilities to download 
the whole datasets or part of them only, using a selection tool. Another way to save 
storage could be to reduce the degree of precision the data contain. For example, for 
temperatures, 11.5°C could be preferred to 11.51°C. 

 
(Personalized) selection and browsing tool 
• CLIPC will have added value comparing to existing portals if it provides (personalized) 

tools including a selection of at least temporal, spatial aspects of a range of parameters. To 
the extent resources allow, the portal should also provide harmonization of indicator 
definition, grids, calendar and other features as well as bias correction, downscaling, index 
and indicator calculation (WPS). Some documentation on metadata, case studies and 
bibliography would be important. Web Processing tools are seen as supportive for less 
experienced users, but not necessarily for highly technically skilled users of climate data; 

• The possibilities of personal bookmarks and saving personal queries would be an asset 
compared to other portals. 
 

Architecture 
• The architecture of the portal could be structured into two parts. One part could be 

dedicated to the inventory of others portals with active links. Another part would gather a 
range of datasets like EUROCORDEX, EURO4M, E-OBS, ISIMIP, with some 
visualization and some pre-processing tools available. Such a divide is in line with the 
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preference of some   respondents who require the possibility of flexible data selection, 
formatting and downloading. This preference is based on the encountered difficulties in 
dealing with 1) very large datasets of which a part is not completely relevant to the users 
and 2) very small clips, which have to be selected manually requiring a lot of time. 

 
(Inter)active environment 
Another point which was mentioned several times was to provide an (inter)active 
environment which means the CLIP portal needs to: 
• Facilitate an exchange of data analysis and experience between users. For example users 

can be asked to upload their results which they obtained from the use of previously 
downloaded data. This could be of use for other users with similar questions and would 
support the effectiveness of the research process by avoiding double work. With this kind 
of two-way connection data gaps could also be closed and a general feedback on the use 
and usefulness of the offered data could be received. The latter would again support the 
continuous development and improvement of the portal. However, uploaded work of 
scientist should be correctly cited. Also the issue of (scientific) quality control deserves 
attention;   

• Enable to connect and combine offered data by the platform with the user’s own data 
located on his/her own computer; 

• Ensure that publicly available data should be made public again after working with it;  
• Include a kind of ‘customary area’ for societal end users such as policy makers where they 

can find (and suggested to use) useful information products.  
 
Sustainability of the portal 
Interviewees stressed the importance of a sustainable portal. Many research projects 
developed portals. Yet, when the projects are over, the portals are not or poorly maintained 
and sometimes disappear. Data users want to be sure that the data remain available and is 
regularly updated with new sources of data and new available data sets. For example, the 
portal of the World Bank still uses the CMIP3 datasets, whereas CMIP5 has replaced the 
CMIP3 some 18 months ago. Respondents recommended promoting CLIPC as soon as the 
platform is finished in order to enhance its use, with events similar to those organized for 
Climate-ADAPT. 
 

 The user requirements workshop 3.3

Findings of the user workshop are divided into the categories according to the sub sessions 
that were organized during the workshop. The most important conclusions from each sub 
session were discussed during the plenary session and can be found in the following 
paragraphs. Specific requirements, added value/recommendations and future actions per user 
type, per sub session, are presented in annex 3.  
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a) 3.3.1 Sub session 1: Climate data format & access and finding data 
Especially the intermediary organisations mentioned that the term indicator is confusing and 
that is should be clear what is meant in this context with indicator. Guidance, descriptive texts 
and explanations on both the data and on the impact indicators were mentioned as being 
important for all users.  
 
There were conflicting opinions between and within user groups on bias correction. Some 
participants preferred to have bias corrected data already available, some preferred to do the 
bias correction themselves if needed. Participants found agreement in the discussion that 
providing guidance on what bias correction can be useful for and if it makes sense to do so is 
definitely necessary. This was mainly suggested by impact researchers. 
 
A recommendation given by the climate scientists and intermediary organisations is that it 
would be good to try and find out what users intend to do with the data and try to fit that 
purpose when providing them with information. This means starting at the demand side 
instead of the supply side. It is clear to all types of user that are participating that guidance 
should be provided early on. A feedback system of users on data is suggested by climate 
scientists to be added to the portal: how were the data used and how is the quality of the data 
and their accessibility valued? 
 

b) 3.3.2 Sub session 2: Architecture and user interfaces 
From the session it could be concluded that climate scientists and impact researchers currently 
already know the way to finding data. They find that the added value of CLIPC could be  in 
the availability of post processing tools. All user categories are happy with the drilldown 'and-
and' search function that is already implemented in the mock-ups of the indicator toolbox of 
CLIPC. The ‘and-and’ search function allows a user to search the data on combinations of 
inputs, such as time and indicator, or two indicators. Impact researchers do add that they want 
to be able to distinguish between observational and projected data in their search queries. The 
climate scientists would like to be able to select time frames in the data search, so a start date 
and an end date to only get data back that lie in that time frame.  
 
The current data sources for projections in the CLIPC portal are global climate models. The 
impact researchers mentioned that the data coverage should not only include global models, 
but also regional models, like data that is being collected by several EU projects. In this sub 
session ‘guidance’ was also mentioned as a very highly appreciated aspect by the impact 
researchers, such as “how do I get to this result”, and “for what purpose can I use these data?”  
 
The visualization user interface, displaying information on maps, was mostly discussed with 
the intermediary organizations. The maps were considered to be illustrative, but there is also a 
need for trends which are more easily presented in graphs. There was a clear concern about 
the representation of uncertainties in maps which needs to be dealt with in wording.  
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The user interface for the indicator toolbox needs more direct involvement of end users. The 
search functionality for data should be checked with users and a common terminology or a 
glossary should be added to avoid different interpretations of terms. 
 

c) 3.3.3 Sub session 3: Impact data processing and exploration tools 
A common keyword among user groups during this sub session was ‘guidance’. “Guidance” 
is understood to mean guidance on processing and guidance on what you are doing and to 
include guidance for the less-experienced or end user. Standardizing is a process that CLIPC 
should incorporate to allow easy combination of data between data sources and sharing with 
other projects.  
 
There was some discussion on the balance between restricted use versus full freedom of use. 
Giving users unlimited freedom to work with indicators and tools can lead to outcomes which 
are meaningless or unreliable. For example, users need to know which combinations make 
sense and which not. It is important to provide them with that information as much as 
possible. 
  
Intermediary organisations recommended setting up personas for each user type to help with 
the portal design.  
 

d) 3.3.4 Added value of CLIPC  
An added value for CLIPC could be to provide a functionality that enables the combination of 
different datasets and allows for visualisation of climate data and impact indicators. Bring in 
data through to the indicator toolbox and provide a sequence of steps leading a user through 
the whole process from data to indicator as a way to provide guidance. Including socio-
economic data on the portal to be able to compare join it with climate data would be an added 
value. There was also a suggestion on the wording of CLIPC; instead of calling it the CLIPC 
portal, it could rather be a platform. This limits possible confusion of CLIPC being a new 
portal with new data instead of a platform providing access to data already available.  
 
CLIPC can set the standard for other portals and provide information on how such a portal 
can work. Not only for the user-to-user interaction, but also for other types of user interaction, 
it is important to moderate what users do, to keep control and avoid publication of results that 
do not make sense from a scientific point of view, even if the responsibility for the quality of 
the published results should be at their source, which should be clearly indicated. Good 
guidance should be given to the different needs of the different users and they should be 
provided with information on what is sensible to do with the data.  
 
During the workshop the climate scientists and impact researchers both indicated they would 
find it a great added value if CLIPC could provide users with a choice in format of the 
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downloadable data, and the ability to choose the size of the downloaded data or to combine 
datasets. Portals now often provide huge datasets which are difficult to work with because of 
their size. 
 
According to impact researchers and intermediary organisations a real added value can come 
from the user-to-user interaction which functionality is not available in other portals. This 
does require some form of moderating, but allows users to share their experiences and 
previously performed search queries. Participants of the workshop indicated that the 
possibility to freely search on terms in an Amazon or Google way would be an added value, 
especially if it would then give suggestions for other queries to search on (“if you are 
interested in this, you may also be interested in....”).   
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4. Conclusions and recommendations   
 
In this final chapter the main findings and recommendations from the online survey (3.1), the 
interviews (3.2) and user requirements workshop (3.3) are summarized. Some of these can 
immediately be taken into consideration by the developers of the portal and its knowledge 
base and interfaces in the other CLIPC Work Packages. Other issues still need to be further 
clarified by users during subsequent interactions by the team with the CLIPC user panel and 
through other means. In general, we found that – as expected – the diversity of potential users 
and their requirements is very large and the current availability of climate and climate impact 
data is very fragmented. While the latter may confirm the need for a new, overarching “one-
stop-shop” climate data portal, many survey respondents and interviewees were also skeptical 
about CLIPC being more than just another project, with various European climate information 
user surveys going on in the same period. To overcome this skepticism and demonstrate the 
viability of the CLIPC initiative, the portal itself and the way it will be embedded in the 
overall landscape of climate services and other climate information initiatives in Europe, 
should take into account the commendations discussed in this chapter. In the next sections, we 
first present the user requirements confirmed by the survey, interviews and workshop as well 
as the differences between these three inventories. The other conclusions are grouped into 
four categories: target audience, added value over other portals, implications for portal design, 
and sustainability of the portal beyond the project’s lifetime. Future interactions with users are 
listed at the end of this chapter.    
 

 Conclusions  4.1

 
User requirements confirmed by the survey, interviews and workshop 
Some issues identified in the online survey are confirmed by the interviews and the workshop. 
Both the survey and the interviews give similar sources that are used for the retrieval of 
climate information. There is agreement on weaknesses of portals that users have experience 
with, e.g.: guided search function, the importance of being able to choose a particular data 
format and to have information on metadata. Access to information on the portal should be 
free and open and it is important to have an overview of existing datasets/indicators in the 
CLIPC portal. The ability to transform and visualize the data is also highly appreciated by 
both respondents from the survey and interviews and the workshop participants. Respondents 
do express concerns on the sustainability of the portal.  
 
User requirements differences between the survey, interviews and workshop 
The results from the survey, interviews and the workshop also differ for some issues. The 
interviewees stress the issue of user-friendliness whereas the respondents of the survey find 
scientific correctness, quality of underlying data and free open access the most important 
issues to take into account. A functionality of the CLIPC portal interviewees and workshop 
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participants find important is a ‘guided search’ functionality, which respondents from the 
survey do not rank high on the important feature list (but is perceived as a major weakness in 
existing portals). This is also the case for a help desk function and personalization of the 
portal through different user entrances and possibilities to save queries. The interviewees 
indicate to have a need for regular updates of climate information and research which is not in 
agreement with the results of the survey. In the online survey differences in user requirements 
can also be found between country of origin of the respondents. This has not been further 
explored during the interviews or the workshop. The respondents of the interviews clearly 
recommend CLIPC to distinguish in the design between technically skilled users and less 
experienced users with a broader orientation. This recommendation was subtly modified in 
the user workshop (4.2). The issue of bias-correction is still highly debated and there were 
differences in opinion between interviewees and workshop participants, but also amongst the 
workshop participants. This issue needs to be addressed in further consultations.  
 
Some new issues were discussed during the interviews which were not mentioned before in 
the survey. The issue of standardization was not tackled in the online survey, but was raised 
as an important issue in the interviews. Data needs (indicator selection), (temporal and spatial) 
resolution requirements and post-processing tools were also addressed during the interviews 
but not in the survey. Case studies as an illustration of the possible use of the data from 
CLIPC would be a nice addition to the portal according to the interviews.  
 
Some caution is needed when drawing conclusions on similarities and differences in the 
outcomes of the survey, interviews and workshop. Each of these inquiries had its own purpose 
and specific focus. The online survey had a rather general character and informed the choice 
of the questions addressed in the interviews. The survey had pre-defined answers respondents 
could choose from, whereas the interviewees were asked different and more open questions. It 
can very well be that respondents from the survey find the issues discussed in the interviews 
important, but because other features were presented to them, they did not highlight these 
issues. Some of the issues discussed in the interviews were not addressed in the survey. The 
workshop mainly addressed those user perceptions and requirements on which consolidation 
or further discussion was required.   
 
 

 Positioning CLIPC: main recommendations  4.2

 
The recommendations discussed in this paragraph are informed by the survey outcomes but 
are mainly based on the interviews and the user requirement workshop as these two types of 
inquiries enabled more detailed discussions.  
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Target audience 
Especially the interviews show that the CLIPC target audience can be positioned between two 
extremes: scientists with advanced skills to download and process complicated technical data 
on the one hand, and societal end users and some boundaries organizations who do not have 
such skills and are mainly interested in processed data. Several scientists, notably in the 
climate science area and, to a lesser extent, impact researchers, are highly skilled and know 
where and how to access data they need, they "get data at the root" or have a direct access to 
observation and modelling networks and associated datasets. This is also confirmed by the 
participants of the workshop, impact researchers and climate scientist already know their way 
in finding the data they need. Yet, they could be interested in a subset of existing sources, 
datasets and portals and visualization tools. They indicated to be interested in the availability 
of processing tools. 
 
On the other side, most societal end-users and some knowledge purveyors (intermediary 
organizations, consultants, etc.) lack the skills or interest to download and process complex 
technical data. Existing portals (Climate-ADAPT, World Bank, etc.) already offer them 
access to most of the processed data that they need.  

Evidently, the boundaries between the different groups are not cut in stone, as some climate 
scientists may, at some point in their career or for some specific projects, rely on processed 
data, while some technically skilled policy makers may be interested to download and process 
the data themselves. Intermediary institutions are likely to have both staff specialized in 
working with complex data sets and other staff specializing in interactions with clients and 
providing decision-support. In general the interviews indicate that the impact researchers and 
the intermediary organizations are the main target audience of CLIPC. However, the climate 
scientists that joined the workshop also clearly see themselves as a target audience, especially 
for the post-processing tools. The interviewees tend to make a distinction for the portal 
design, between two major categories of users: scientific and non-scientific, or highly skilled 
and low skilled. The participants of the workshop however warn that everyone thinks of 
themselves as a specialist in something and therefore doesn’t want to be driven into a certain 
corner. The portal design therefore has to speak to all types of users allowing them to 
navigate through the portal in a natural way, without making the specialist vs non-
specialist distinction.   

Figure 4.1. CLIPC has to address different types of users allowing them to navigate through 
the portal  
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Added value 
With a multitude of existing portals providing access to different sources of climate 
information, the survey respondents, interviewees and participants stress that CLIPC should 
avoid redundancy with other portals. Two strategies were identified. The first one is most 
consistent with the original objectives of CLIPC, namely to become the "one stop shop", 
providing access to as many reliable sources as possible, including raw data, harmonized 
meta-information and tools for simple online post-processing calculations. Another option, 
however, would be to make less data directly accessible through the portal, but to make links 
and connections to other portals, avoiding overlaps and challenges to always maintain full 
consistency with the original data sources with CLIPC representing a multi-source portal. The 
added value would then be provided by a comprehensive overview of data supply, type of 
indicator availability and guidance. The combination of satellite and ground-based data and 
modelling results could also be an asset compared to what exists. Few users work with 
satellite data for climate parameters, but many would like to use them if they were more easily 
available. The most likely outcome for CLIPC may be a combination between the two 
strategies: providing direct access to a number of reliable core data sources, harmonized 
metadata and a set of post-processing tools, and indirect access to additional data sets. 
The latter would be available from national portals or from projects, and could include also 
much of the (less harmonized) impact indicators and ancillary socio-economic data. Further 
user interactions may be needed to achieve the right balance. The portal design should then 
take these different dimensions of the information into account.  
 
The portal should also address the issue of standardization which came up as a new issue in 
the interviews and was elaborated upon during the workshop, including standardisation of 
tools, colours, formats, harmonization of grids, treatment of leap years, harmonization of 
calendars (differences between United Kingdom and the others) etc. However, standardization 
implies a certain "trade-off". If standardization is a high priority, then the portal might end up 
with limited datasets. But on the other hand, without standardization, the portal would end up 
with a lot of data but with limited use.  
 
Implications for portal design 
As suggested before, the portal design has to speak to all types of users allowing them to 
navigate through the portal in a natural way, acknowledging that all users are expert in some 
areas but not in others. We further suggested distinguishing between core data sources and 
secondary or auxiliary data sources. This has important implications for the design of the 
portal architecture and for the content in terms of data sources and tools. Below, we discuss a 
few aspects of this. 

o Different user layers. To best suit the needs of the various user categories, the 
future CLIPC portal could be structured with access through different layers: 
addressing more technically skilled users, giving fast access to raw dataset 
downloading, and providing guided access to users requiring more processed data, 
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with more emphasis on provision of guidance on the interpretation and usage of 
the data, including data quality and uncertainties, and case studies. The French 
DRIAS portal provides dual access routes for specialists and non-specialists. The 
suggested entrances to the portal shown during the workshop were positively 
received. The intermediary organizations do indicate that the wording of the 
different user layers should be carefully chosen to allow users to naturally choose 
the right way. 

o Layers for direct data access and links to ancillary information. One part of 
the portal could provide direct access to a range of selected, core datasets like 
CMIP5, EUROCORDEX, EURO4M, E-OBS, ISIMIP, FAOStat, with some 
visualization and other post-processing tools available, while another part would 
be dedicated to the inventory of others portals with active links. It is highly 
recommended by users to include an overview of the available data on the portal 
and via the links. 

o (Personalized) selection and browsing tool. The portal should provide 
personalized tools and functionalities to maximize the user-friendliness for a 
diverse set of user groups according to the interviews. These tools should include 
(to the extent time and resources allow): (i) a well-developed search tool, where 
users can make a selection of at least temporal and spatial scale, and a range of 
parameters, (ii) harmonization of indicator definition and other terminology, grids, 
calendar and other features, (iii) bias correction, downscaling, index and indicator 
calculation (WPS), and (iv) documentation: metadata, possibly case studies, 
bibliography, glossary. Especially metadata is seen as a very important asset by the 
users. The possibility of personal bookmarks or saving personal queries would be 
an asset compared to other portals according to the interviewees. During the 
workshop users were presented with the possibility to safe their work which was 
very well received.  

o A dynamic interface. Finally, according to the interviewees, the portal should be 
a "dynamic" interface, which we could characterize in three dimensions. The first 
dimension is that the portal structure should be flexibly designed, to adapt to the 
evolving needs of users and to adapt to the development of new indices and new 
indicators, and to new output from research and observations3. The second 
dimension concerns the maintenance of a sustained interaction with a group of 
users, providing regular feedbacks on the portal’s interface, data content and tools. 
The organization of training for users constitutes the third dimension.  

 
Sustainability of the portal and future user involvement 

3 The "AGIL method" based on adaptive methods could be used.  
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Many research projects developed portals. Yet, when the projects are over, the portals are not 
or poorly maintained and often eventually disappear. Some skeptical survey respondents and 
interviewees expressed concerns about the development of yet another portal that may not be 
properly maintained. Data users need to be sure that the data remains available and is 
regularly updated with new sources of data and new available datasets4. From this 
perspective it is important to work towards the uptake of the CLIPC portal in the future 
operational Copernicus Climate Change Services (C3S) managed by ECMWF and in broader 
European information portals such as Climate-ADAPT. Without some guarantee of such 
future continuation, it will be difficult to actively engage a sufficiently large and diverse user 
group in the development and testing of the design in the final year of the CLIPC project. 
 
During the workshop there was a plenary discussion on how the CLIPC team could get more 
and maintain involvement from users who are not already involved and what the time 
schedule for the next two years will be concerning user feedback and involvement. The results 
from this discussion and the time schedule for the coming years can be found in annex 3.  
 
Another factor that especially the interviewees and workshop participants considered to be 
crucial for the usefulness and sustainability of the CLIPC portal after the end of the project’s 
lifetime, is the availability of adequate user support and user feedback. A dedicated support 
team should not only be able to fix existing problems with data, software and tools, but 
also commit to a help desk function to answer other questions. In addition to such a 
technical core support team, the portal could also provide access to a wider professional team 
of experts to advise on proper use of the data and their limitations. These teams could be 
arranged in the context of the wider European Copernicus Climate Change Services program 
to limit users’ problems and erroneous use of data. Training programs for important user 
groups could be organized. 
 
What is further stressed by workshop participants is the need for a user-to-user interaction 
method to share experiences with the portal, learn from each other’s search queries and even 
share downloaded data, to avoid repeated actions between users. This implies the need for 
some type of forum or other online sharing mechanism which also needs to be moderated.  
  

 Follow up  4.3

The user requirements assessment will continue till October 2015 and will gradually change 
into organized feedback from different user categories on new portal releases (see Figure 4.2). 
Specifically the following interactions with users are planned:   
 

4 As an example, the portal of the World Bank still use the CMIP3 datasets, whereas CMIP5 has 
replaced the CMIP3 some 18 months ago.  
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April 2015: Feedback will be asked on portal version 0.1 in which progress has 
been made on the MyCLIPC processing service, data set catalogue and 
the viewing services. 

October 2015:  Feedback will be asked on portal version 0.2 in which progress has 
been made on user authentication, data discovery, annotation and the 
glossary. In addition an upgraded version of the viewing service will be 
ready.  

January 2016:  Portal version 1 including all components will be ready for user 
feedback.  

May 2016:   Feedback will be asked on portal version 1.1 in which the different  
components are further developed.   

September 2016:  A pre-prototype of the CLIPC portal will be shared amongst users for 
receiving feedback. 

November 2016:  Second face to face workshop during which user will evaluate the 
usefulness of the CLIPC climate information portal.    

 
In between the releases of different portal versions, users will be approached on a more ad hoc 
basis to discuss specific issues.  
 
 

 
 
Figure 4.2 Schedule for future user interaction  
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In the coming months there is a need to further discuss some specific requirements both 
within the CLIPC project team and with different user categories. These issues include: 
• The balance between the CLIPC portal becoming 1) a new overarching "one stop shop" 

climate information portal, providing access to as many reliable sources as possible and, 
2) a platform making less data directly accessible, but to make links and connections to 
other portals;  

• Portal design issues (layers for direct data access and links to ancillary information, 
(personalized) selection and browsing tool, dynamic interface); 

• Sustainability of the portal (data that remains available, data regularly updated, support 
team); 

• Indicators that are of highest priority to users but are currently still missing in other 
portals; 

• Resolution (spatial, temporal), trade-offs in standardization and bias correction.  
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Annex 1: Frequently used abbreviations 
 
 
CMIP5: Coupled Model Intercomparison Project - Phase 5 
 
CORDEX: Coordinated Regional Climate Downscaling Experiment 
 
ECA&D:  European Climate Assessment and Dataset  
 
ECMWF:  European Centre for Medium range Weather Forecast 
 
EEA:   Environmental Assessment Agency  
 
ENES:   European Network for Earth System Modelling.  
 
ESA:  European Space Agency 
 
ESA –CCI: ESA Climate Change Initiative 
 
ESGF:   The Earth System Grid Federation 
 
EUMETSAT: European Organisation for the Exploitation of Meteorological Satellites 
 
GCM :   Global Climate Models or General Circulation Models 
 
IIASA:  International Institute for Applied Systems Analyses  
 
IS-ENES2: Infrastructure for the European Network of Earth System Modelling 
 
UNEP:  United Nations Environment Programme 
 
WCRP:  World Climate Research Programme 
 
WGCM:  Working Group on Coupled Models 
 
  

 
 

http://climate4impact.eu/impactportal/documentation/?q=voc_cmip5
http://climate4impact.eu/impactportal/documentation/?q=voc_ENES
http://climate4impact.eu/impactportal/documentation/?q=EUPORIAS-Glossary%23Climate
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Annex 2: Results of the online survey 
 
Annex 1 presents the results of the online survey. 
 

 
 
Figure A1: Origin of responses  
  
The majority of the respondents (55%) gave responses on behalf of themselves. Almost a 
quarter of the respondents answered on behalf of their group/department. 15% answered on 
behalf of their institute or company. Only 7 respondents indicated multiple answers (of which 
most are a combination between self and group/department). Other responses included an 
NGO, a research program and the Flemish government. 
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 2. Your responses are provided on behalf of: 
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Figure A2:  Country of origin of the respondents   
 
The respondents come from 23 different countries which are well distributed across Europe. 
The countries can be roughly divided into south, west, north and east Europe.  
 
In this survey the regions are represented by the following countries: 

• East:  Czech Republic, Hungary, Romania 
• North: Denmark, Estonia, Finland, Ireland, Lithuania, Norway, Sweden, United 

Kingdom 
• South: Albania, Croatia, Italy, Malta, Portugal, Spain 
• West: Austria, Belgium, France, Germany, Switzerland, The Netherlands 
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Figure A3:  Origin of the respondents   
 

The majority of the respondents come from Western Europe (41/90), with Germany having 
the greatest amount of respondents (13) followed by France (10). Following Western Europe, 
the north of Europe is represented by 28 respondents, the south of Europe by 13 respondents 
and the east has 8 respondents. 
 

 
 
Figure A4: Themes respondents and their organisation are working on   
 
The themes that the respondents are working on are varied, but there is a great amount of 
overlap. The majority of the respondents work on Climate (82/90) in combination with mostly 
more than one other theme like Environment, Water and Agriculture. Three respondents did 
not check a theme, but indicated they work on ‘general adaptation over all subjects’, ‘natural 
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risk’ and ‘funding’. Next to climate being the only theme some respondents work on (14), 
Energy is mentioned by one respondent as the only theme that person is working on. 
 
Other answers that were given as ‘other’ (20 answers) are waste, disaster risk reduction, 
environmental education, IT, we provide climate data/information, but work together with 
most of the above sectors, Biodiversity and ecosystem services, land use change, verneuil en 
halatte (municipality), ICT, Meteorology, Public Relations, construction, sectors dependent 
on environment, Stavanger, forestry and weather prediction.  
 

 
 
Figure A5: Classification of respondents’ organisation  
 
More than half of the respondents (55/90) classify their organization as a research 
organization whether or not combined with other classifications. More than a third of the 
respondents indicate their organization can be classified by two (or more) themes of which 
Research & Public and Research & Education are two combinations which occur most often 
(19 and 17 times). 8 respondents classify their organization by 4 or 5 themes. 
 
The answers that were mentioned under ‘other’ (13) are: branch of an international 
organization, United Nations, NGO, climate (change) service provider, (European) 
Ministry/Agency, UN / international program, funding, government, governmental body, 
public services and self.  
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Figure A6: Degree to which respondents’ organisations are involved in climate change 
 
The organizations of the respondents are very much involved in the study of and/or responses 
to climate change (50/90 or 56%). Only 10 respondents indicate to be hardly or almost hardly 
involved in the study of and/or responses to climate change.    
 

 
Figure A7: Respondents’ perception of the user category they belong to  
 
The majority of the respondents (35%) characterize themselves as intermediary/boundary 
organizations, followed by climate scientists (26%), impact researchers (23%), and societal 
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end users (13%). 3% of the respondents characterize themselves as other. The answers that 
were given there are: climate scientist and intermediary, communicator, coordinate and 
communicate research.  
 
 
 

 
 
Figure A8: Purpose of respondents’ data use 
 
More than 2/3 of the respondents require access to climate data and climate impact indicators 
“to give advice on climate data and climate impact indicators to others”. Often in combination 
(40 respondents) with “to support the development of adaptation strategies and plans” 
(answered 57 times). Three respondents indicate they require access to climate data and 
climate impact indicators for all purposes. 12 respondents only indicate one purpose of use. 
The data is required least for commercial purposes, only 7 respondents require the data for 
commercial purposes, but all in combination with other purposes. 
 
Answers under ‘other’ are: directly or indirectly we also support risk/vulnerability 
assessments and development of adaptation; develop policy and legislation; tool development; 
climate data quality assessment.  
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Figure A9: Types of models required 
 
27 respondents indicated to require the climate data and climate impact indicators ‘to develop 
and test models (climate related).’ Of these respondents, the majority uses the data for 
environmental models (18), followed by climate (13), socio-economic (8) and other (5). Three 
respondents indicate to use the data to develop all types of models.  
 
Answers given under ‘other’ include: SVAT models; we generate/collect much of the data 
ourselves and exchange them with other providers; integrated models (across environmental 
and socio-economic sectors); hindcast models and agricultural models. 
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Figure A10: Purpose of climate data and climate impact indicators requirement  
 
The above graph is given in percentages to allow a better comparison of data between user 
categories as the amount of users per category is not evenly distributed.  The climate scientists 
indicate they use the climate data “to give advice (...)” a little bit more often than they indicate 
using the data “as input in research (...)”. The impact researchers use climate data and 
indicators most often “to make risk and vulnerability assessments” followed by “to support 
the development (...)” and “to use as input in research (...)”. The intermediary/boundary 
organizations use data most often “to give advice (...)” and “to support the development (...)”. 
As can be expected they also often use the data “to create awareness”. The societal end users 
use the data most often “to support the development of adaptation strategies and plans” 
followed by “to make risk and vulnerability assessments”. The users that describe themselves 
as other do not display a clear purpose for which they require climate data, there are several 
purposes they require the data for. Across all user categories the objective to use the data “for 
commercial purposes” is not often or not given, this also holds for the “other” purpose of use.  
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Figure A11: Types of models required per user category 
 
As expected the different types of user categories indicate to use models closely related to 
their user category (again percentages are given); the climate scientist uses all models, but 
mostly climate models followed by environmental models, the majority of impact researchers 
use environmental and socio-economic models. The intermediary/boundary organizations 
especially use the environmental and climate models and the societal end user only uses 
socio-economic models. Users that categorize themselves as other use climate and other 
models.   
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Figure A12: Data sources used to acquire climate data and climate impact indicators    
 
The majority of the respondents go to National meteorological services (49/88), followed by  
international and intergovernmental organizations (e.g. UNEP, IPCC, IIASA database for 
scenarios) (46/88) to retrieve climate data and climate impact indicators. Next, National 
research projects (40/88) and FP7 research projects (39/88) are used most often. The 
respondents often use a combination of sources to retrieve their information. Sources that are 
least often used include ESA climate change initiative research projects (5/88), ESA (6/88) 
and EUMETSAT (7/88).  
 
Answer under ‘other’ include: University and research partners; ECA&D, Climate Explorer 
and others; Climate Explorer at KNMI; CoastDat, Norddeutscher Klimaatlas; Global 
Observing System Information Centre; KNMI climateExplorer; WORLDCLIM, in-house 
meteorological network; governmental organizations (VMM, ...); Academic journals; diverse; 
in-house; and COST network.  
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Figure A13: Data sources used to acquire climate data and climate impact indicators per 
user category     
 
All user categories indicate they use several sources to retrieve their information (in 
percentages). The climate scientists indicate to use all sources that are given as an option in 
the survey.  
Climate scientists use the European Center for Medium Rrange Weather Forecast (ECMWF) 
most often followed by national meteorological services and FP7 research projects. 
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Impact researchers use national meteorological services and international and 
intergovernmental organizations most often as their source of data followed by FP7 research 
projects.  
Intermediary/boundary organizations use international and intergovernmental organizations 
most often followed by national research projects and national meteorological services. 
The societal end users use national research projects, closely followed by national 
meteorological services and international and intergovernmental organizations as their source 
of information.  
 
It can be concluded that especially national meteorological services, international and 
intergovernmental organizations and national research projects are often consulted for climate 
information by all types of users. 
 
User requirements per region 
 

 
 
Figure A14: User requirements per region ‘East’ 
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Figure A15: User requirements per region ‘North’ 
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Figure A17: User requirements per region ‘West’ 
 
Respondents coming from Eastern Europe use 9 sources to retrieve their climate data and 
impact indicators from. They most often make use of international and intergovernmental 
organisations and national meteorological services (both 20%).  Respondents from Southern 
Europe use 11 sources for their data retrieval and again make most use of national 
meteorological services (17%), followed by international and intergovernmental 
organisations, National research projects and FP7 projects (all 15%).  Respondents from 
North and West Europe use all given sources for their data retrieval (14 sources). Respondents 
for the North most often make use of a national climate portal (17%) followed by 
international and intergovernmental organisations and national meteorological services (both 
16%). Respondents from Western countries also most often make use of the sources 
mentioned before, but with different percentages namely; national meteorological services 
(14%), national research projects (13%) and international and intergovernmental 
organisations (12%). 
 
There is no difference between regions regarding usage of the previously most often used 
sources. There is a somewhat evenly distributed use of national met services (16-20%), 
national research projects (10-15%) and FP7 research projects (10-15%). 
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Respondents from Northern countries (17%) make more use of national climate portals then 
other regions (West: 9%, South 7% and East 3%). Although almost the same percentage of 
respondents in the northern and western region indicated to have a national climate portal, 
there is a difference in use. 
 
Respondents from Eastern Europe indicate to make more use (10%) of consultants in 
comparison with other regions (south: 5%, west: 3%, north: 2%). 
Eastern respondents make more use of EEA as a source of information (14%) in comparison 
with other regions (south: 7%, north and west: 4%). Western respondents (6%) indicate to use 
Earth System Grid Federation (ESGF), apart from respondents from Northern Europe (1%) no 
other regions use ESGF as a source for their data.  
 

 
 
Figure A18: Availability of national portals  
 
56% of the respondents indicate their country has a national portal on climate data and climate 
impact indicators. 31% of the respondents indicate that their country does not have a national 
portal. And 13% indicate that they do not know.  
 
11. Please provide the www.pages of your main sources of data and indicators for your 
work 
The following answers (64/88) were given by the respondents to the question what main 
website they use for data retrieval.  The first column indicates which type of user the 
respondent is (SE: societal-end user, IR: impact researcher, CS: climate scientist, INT: 
intermediary/boundary organization). The second column gives the answers to question 10, 
whether or not the respondents know if their country has a national portal.  
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User 
type 

National 
portal? 

11. Please provide the www.pages of your main sources of data  and 
indicators for your work 

CS Don't know http://esgf-data.dkrz.de/esgf-web-fe/ 
CS Don't know http://pcmdi9.llnl.gov/esgf-web-fe/; http://ncdc.noaa.gov/; http://cera-

www.dkrz.de/; http://climexp.knmi.nl/; and possibly more 
CS Don't know dkrz.de 
IR Don't know http://www.ipcc.ch/; http://www.metoffice.gov.uk/; http://www.psmsl.org/ 
SE Don't know www.cmcc.it 
SE Don't know www.undp.org 
CS No http://cmip-pcmdi.llnl.gov/; http://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/; 

http://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/products/wesley/reanalysis2/index.html; 
ECMWFMars system 

CS No http://ukclimateprojections.metoffice.gov.uk/, 
http://www.ecad.eu/dailydata/index.php,  http://www.euro-cordex.net/EURO-
CORDEX-Data.2613.0.html, http://www.csag.uct.ac.za/ 

CS No www.meteo.lt, http://ensembles-eu.metoffice.com/, http://cera-
www.dkrz.de/WDCC/ui/Index.jsp 

CS No http://www.euro-cordex.net, http://www.ecmwf.int 
INT No http://www.meteo.be/meteo/view/nl/6042922-Huidig+klimaat+Belgie.html,  

https://www.wiv-isp.be/epidemio/be-momo/,  http://www.eea.europa.eu/data-
and-maps/indicators/#c5=&amp;c7=all&amp;c0=10&amp;b_start=0, 
http://www.psmsl.org/data/  

INT No https://www.ipma.pt/en/, http://www.siam.fc.ul.pt/, http://climate-
adapt.eea.europa.eu/ 

INT No for climate model data:, http://reclip.ait.ac.at/reclip_century/, 
http://www.ensembles-eu.org/,  for socio-economic data:, 
http://www.statistik.at/, + various www-sources for climate damage data, 
international climate portals, for data to assess vulnerability,... 

INT No http://unfccc.int/2860.php, http://www.ipcc.ch/, http://www.eea.europa.eu/ 
INT No http://www.azo.hr/lgs.axd?t=16&id=5180; 

http://www.azo.hr/lgs.axd?t=16&id=5067 
INT No www.met.no 
IR No www.ccalb.org 
IR No http://www.worldclim.org/ 
IR No www.ecmwf.int 
IR No Utility companies (electricity, gas, water, public transport), Forestry 

Departments, Maramures Environmental Protection Agency 
IR No http://badc.nerc.ac.uk/home/index.html, http://www.ensembles-eu.org/, 

http://www.ipma.pt/pt/, http://www.ipcc-data.org/ 
IR No https://www.ipma.pt/pt/, 

http://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/products/precip/CWlink/pna/nao.shtml, 
http://iri.columbia.edu/climate/forecast/net_asmt/, 
http://www.wetterzentrale.de/topkarten/ 

IR No cordex.dmi.dk, prudence.dmi.dk, www.ipcc.ch, www.agmip.org, 

 
 

http://www.eea.europa.eu/data-and-maps/indicators/%23c5=&amp;c7=all&amp;c0=10&amp;b_start=0
http://www.eea.europa.eu/data-and-maps/indicators/%23c5=&amp;c7=all&amp;c0=10&amp;b_start=0
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www.noaa.gov, www.cru.uea.ac.uk, www.knmi.nl 
other No http://www.climate4impact.eu (data provider), these are more information 

provider:, http://www.knowledgdeforclimate.org, http://www.eu-drought.org/, 
http://www.klimaatadaptatieservices.nl/, http://www.ruimtevoorklimaat.nl/, 
http://www.delta-alliance.org/, http://www.eu-highnoon.org/, http://www.eu-
watch.org/, http://www.klimaatportaal.nl (Can be seen as a national climate 
portal, but is not active anymore) 

SE No www.ippc.ch, http://climate-adapt.eea.europa.eu/, www.climatechange.be, 
http://www.meteo.be/meteo/view/fr/65239-Accueil.html, 
http://www.belspo.be/belspo/brain-be/themes_2_GeoUniClim_fr.stm, 
http://www.climate-service-center.de/, 
https://e3geoportal.ecdc.europa.eu/SitePages/Home.aspx, 
http://www.milieurapport.be/nl/feitencijfers/milieuthemas/klimaatverandering/ 

SE No www.vmm.be, http://www.belspo.be/belspo/index_nl.stm 
SE No http://www.chmi.cz/portal/dt?portal_lang=cs&amp;menu=JSPTabContainer/P

1_0_Home, http://climate-adapt.eea.europa.eu/, http://www.ipcc.ch/, 
http://climate.nasa.gov/key_indicators/#co2%29 

SE No I get my data from national research contact, which are connected to Ensemble 
CS Yes https://esgf-data.dkrz.de, http://www.drias-climat.fr 
CS Yes eKlima.met.no, http://climexp.knmi.nl/, http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/, 

http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/ 
CS Yes http://www.norddeutscher-klimaatlas.de/, http://www.coastdat.de/, 

http://www.norddeutscher-klimamonitor.de/klima/1981-
2010/jahr/durchschnittliche-temperatur/norddeutschland/matsuura-willmott-
v3-01.html 

CS Yes http://esgf-data.dkrz.de/esgf-web-fe/ 
CS Yes www.knmi.nl 
INT Yes www.mmsc.ro, www.forumul-climatic.ro, www.zeroemisii.ro 
INT Yes http://www.ensembles-eu.org/, http://www.cru.uea.ac.uk/projects/stardex/, 

http://www.drias-climat.fr/, 
http://publitheque.meteo.fr/okapi/accueil/okapiWebPubli/index.jsp 

INT Yes http://badc.nerc.ac.uk/home/index.html, 
http://climexp.knmi.nl/start.cgi?id=someone@somewhere, 
http://www.meteo.unican.es/en/projects/CORDEX,  
http://cmip-pcmdi.llnl.gov/cmip5/, http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/, 
http://www.metoffice.gov.uk/climate/uk/stationdata/, 
http://ukclimateprojections.metoffice.gov.uk/21678 

INT Yes www.climate-adapt.eu 
INT Yes www.drias-meteo.fr 
INT Yes Too many sites to mention here. I have built www.climateadaptation.eu and I 

have linked the www.pages I have used (and I am still using) for this portal on 
the respective country pages (such as www/climateadaptation.eu/germany). 

INT Yes www.dwd.de/klimaatlas, www.klimabuero.de, www.climate-service.center.de, 
www.klimanavigator.de 
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INT Yes http://sharki.oslo.dnmi.no/portal/page?_pageid=73,39035,73_39049&amp;_da
d=portal&amp;_schema=PORTAL&amp;6009_BATCHORDER_3197941, 
http://www.senorge.no/aboutSeNorge.html, http://om.yr.no/info/datapolicy/ 

INT Yes prodiguer.ipsl.fr 
INT Yes http://www.developpement-durable.gouv.fr/-Impacts-et-adaptation-ONERC-

.html 
INT Yes www.eklima.no; www.yr.no; http://eca.knmi.nl/ 
INT Yes Climate-ADAPT: http://climate-adapt.eea.europa.eu/; EEA thematic web site 

on climate change: http://www.eea.europa.eu/themes/climate; EEA climate 
change indicators: http://www.eea.europa.eu/data-and-
maps/indicators/#c5=climate&c7=all&c0=10&b_start=0 

IR Yes http://ukclimateprojections.metoffice.gov.uk/, CMIP4 and CMIP5 (but usually 
accessed through climate scientists involved in FP7 projects) 

IR Yes http://climexp.knmi.nl/start.cgi?id=someone@somewhere, 
http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/cdo-web/#t=firstTabLink, 
http://climateknowledgeportal.climatewizard.org/#, 
http://www.climatewizard.org/, http://climatewizardcustom.org/, 
http://preview.grid.unep.ch/index.php?preview=map&amp;lang=eng, 
http://www.cccsn.ec.gc.ca/?page=main&amp;lang=en, 
http://sdwebx.worldbank.org/climateportal/index.cfm, 
http://www.worldclim.org/bioclim, 
http://ukclimateprojections.metoffice.gov.uk/21678 

IR Yes http://www.zamg.ac.at/cms/de/klima/klimaforschung/datensaetze, 
http://www.zamg.ac.at/cms/de/klima/klimaforschung/zeitliche-klimaanalyse, 
http://www.zamg.ac.at/cms/de/klima/klimaforschung/klimamodellierung, 
http://www.zamg.ac.at/cms/de/klima/informationsportal-klimawandel/daten-
download 

IR Yes https://bib.irb.hr/lista-radova?autor=139451 
IR Yes http://www.drias-climat.fr/, https://prodiguer.ipsl.fr/ 
IR Yes http://www.drias-climat.fr/ 
IR Yes http://www.meteogalicia.es/web/index.action; http://www.aemet.es/es/portada; 

http://www.wmo.int/pages/index_es.html 
IR Yes www.drias-climat.fr/; www.ecmwf.int; www.ncep.noaa.gov/; www.meteo.fr 
IR Yes https://wui.cmsaf.eu; www.ecmwf.int 
IR Yes  DKRZ 
Other Yes www.knmi.nl (climatology and climate scenarios for the Netherlands), Climate 

Explorer (for observational data and climate model data for the whole world, 
and for analysis/processing, visualization of datasets), ECA&D (for 
observational data and climate indices, trends, climatologies, etc. in Europe),  
The portals differ widely in their user-friendliness: www.knmi.nl and ECA&D 
are developed for a broad public and therefore much easier to use than the 
Climate Explorer (developed for climate scientists, but with many very useful 
features for processing and finding datasets in the world) 

other Yes www.smhi.se; IPCC 
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SE Yes http://ilmasto-opas.fi/fi/ 
SE Yes www.icpdr.org, www.gwp.org, www.iwa.org, www.eea.org, 

ec.europa.eu/environment/index_en.htm, 
http://ec.europa.eu/environment/legal/liability/index.htm, www.mmediu.ro, 
www.rowater.ro, and many, many others 

SE Yes www.meteoschweiz.ch, www.c2sm.ethz.ch, www.ch2014-impacts.ch, 
www.bafu.admin.ch, www.climate-change.ch 

  http://cera-www.dkrz.de/WDCC/ui/Index.jsp 
Figure A19: Main sources of climate data and climate impact indicators respondents make 
use of  
 
A first look at the listed websites show that next to the use of many European data related 
websites, a great amount of respondents use national websites (highlighted in grey) to gather 
information on climate data and indicators. By looking at the response of question 10, and the 
listed websites, it is not always clear if the respondents make a distinction between a national 
meteorological service and a separate national portal on climate change.  
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12a. Based on your experience of using portals, please identify features that you 
consider typical strengths or weaknesses  

Usually a major weakness Mixed weaknesses and strengths

Usually a major strength No opinion

Figure A20 : Perceived strengths and weaknesses in portals  
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Usually a major weakness 
Three features were seen as usually a major weakness in the data information provision by 
respondents: Guided search (21/70), Ability to combine/compare data (19/70) and Ability to 
transform and visualize data (19/70). Only 2 respondents answered scientifically correct as 
being a major weakness (one respondent answered question 11 with www.drias-meteo.fr, but 
answered all features as being a major weakness, the other respondent mentions multiple 
websites for question 11 (www.chmi.cz, climate-adapt.eea.europa.eu, www.ipcc.ch, 
http://climate.nasa.gov) making it unclear which website the answer is referring to.  
 
Mixed weaknesses and strengths 
As can be expected from the ‘neutral’ opinion no feature really stands out from the other 
features as being ranked most neutral. Half of the respondents equally answered Usage of 
understandable language and Diversity of subjects as neutral, followed by Finalized products 
(e.g. predefined maps/graphs, predefined time slices) (32/70). The possibility to save user 
queries was mentioned the least neutral by the respondents (13/70). 
 
Usually a major strength 
Scientifically correct is seen by most respondents (37/70) as usually a major strength, 
followed by quality of underlying data (28/70) and free open access (27/70). Different user 
interfaces dependent on user profile was answered least (3/70) as usually being a major 
strength. 
 
No opinion 
This answer was given most often by respondents for the feature Provision of information on 
processing time for “heavy requests” involving large amounts of data (31/70) followed by 
Possibility to save user queries (29/70) and Different user interfaces dependent on user profile 
(24/70).  Amount of data available and Information on uncertainty (both 8/70) were least 
given a ‘no opinion’ answer. 
 
Summary table: 
Answer Top 3 high ranking Top 3 low ranking 
Usually a major weakness Guided search  

Ability to combine/compare data 
Ability to transform and visualize 
data 

Scientifically correct 
Quality of underlying data 
Speed of data retrieval 

Mixed weaknesses and 
strengths 

Usage of understandable language  
Diversity of subjects  
Finalized products (e.g. predefined 
maps/graphs, predefined time slices) 

Possibility to save user queries  
Free open access 
Scientifically correct 
 

Usually a major strength Scientifically correct 
Quality of underlying data 

Different user interfaces 
dependent on user profile 

 
 

http://www.drias-meteo.fr/
http://www.chmi.cz/
http://climate.nasa.gov/
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Free open access Provision of information on 
processing time for “heavy 
requests” involving large 
amounts of data 
Use of frequently asked 
questions 

No opinion Provision of information on 
processing time for “heavy requests” 
involving large amounts of data 
Possibility to save user queries 
Different user interfaces dependent 
on user profile 

Amount of data available  
Information on uncertainty 
Explanations of climate data 
and climate impact indicators 

 

 
Figure A21: Perceived strengths and weaknesses in climate portals (climate scientists) 
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Climate scientists do not strongly indicate a feature as being a major weakness of a climate 
portal. Three features were mentioned by some respondents as being a major weakness; 
Ability to combine/compare data, Choice of data format and Information on uncertainty (all 4 
respondents).  But contradictive the feature Choice of data format is also seen as usually a 
major strength by a greater amount of respondents (6).  Scientifically correct (7), Free open 
access, Choice of data format and Information on updates and new developments (all 6 
respondents) were answered most often as usually a major strength.  
 

 
Figure A22: Perceived strengths and weaknesses in climate portals (impact researchers) 
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Impact researchers are more critical in comparison with climate scientists and indicate many 
features as usually a major weakness. Information on uncertainty (9), Ability to 
combine/compare data (8) and Guided search (8) are answered most often as usually a major 
weakness. Impact researchers are more positive about the features Scientifically correct (10), 
followed by Amount of data available (8) and Speed of data retrieval (7). 
 
 

 
Figure A23: Perceived strengths and weaknesses in climate portals (intermediary 
organisations) 
 
Intermediary/boundary organizations indicate that Explanations of climate data and climate 
impact indicators (9) followed by Help desk function (8), the Possibility to save user queries 
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(8) and Guided search (8) are usually a major weakness of climate information portals. The 
strongest features according to their opinion are the features Scientifically correct (14), 
Quality of underlying data (13), followed by Amount of data available, Free open access, 
Availability and quality of metadata (all 10 respondents). 
 
 

 
Figure A24: Perceived strengths and weaknesses in climate portals (societal end users) 
 
Like the climate scientists, the societal end users do not strongly indicate a feature as usually 
being a major weakness. The societal end users often do not have an opinion on whether a 
feature is a strength or a weakness of a portal. This can be due to them having a lack of 
experience with portals and therefore not have an opinion on these features, it may also be 
that they feel indifferent to the features and just don’t have an opinion.  
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The respondents view Amount of data available, Provision of information on processing time 
for “heavy requests” involving large amounts of data, Different user interfaces dependent on 
user profile (all 2 respondents) as features that are usually a major weakness. The features that 
are usually seen as major strengths are Quality of underlying data (5), Free open access (5), 
Scientifically correct (4) and Usage of understandable language (4).  
 
 

 
 
Figure A25: Perceived strengths and weaknesses in climate portals (others) 
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User type Top 3 major weaknesses Top 3 major strengths 
Climate 
scientist 

Ability to combine/compare data (4) 
Choice of data format (4) 
Information on uncertainty (4) 

Scientifically correct (7) 
Amount of data available,  
Information on updates and new 
developments,  
Free open access,  
Choice of data format (all 6) 

Impact 
researcher 

Information on uncertainty (9) 
Ability to combine/compare data (8) 
Guided search (8) 

Scientifically correct (10) 
Amount of data available (8) 
Speed of data retrieval (7) 

Intermediary/ 
boundary 
organisation 

Explanations of climate data and 
climate impact indicators (9) 
Help desk function (8) 
Possibility to save user queries (8) 
Guided search (8) 

Scientifically correct (14) 
Quality of underlying data (13) 
Amount of data available (10) 
Free open access (10) 
Availability and quality of metadata (i.e. 
information about data or sources of data) 
(10) 

Societal end 
user 

Amount of data available  
Provision of information on 
processing time for “heavy requests” 
involving large amounts of data 
Different user interfaces dependent 
on user profile (all 2) 

Quality of underlying data (5) 
Free open access (5) 
Scientifically correct (4) 
Usage of understandable language (4) 
 

Other Different user interfaces dependent 
on user profile 
Possibility to save user queries 
Guided search (all 2) 

Information on uncertainty (2) 
Quality of underlying data (2) 
Finalized products (2) 
Scientifically correct (2) 

 
Figure A25: Top 3 major weaknesses and strengths 
 
 
12b. Are there any other weak/strong points that you want to mention? 
General -Unclear if it is a weakness or strength: Completeness of data; spatial and 

temporal coverage; background information on interpretation and use. 
-Guidance on the strength and weakness of the provided data; support for the 
interpretation of the data is needed and shall be addressed via e.g. FAQ. 

Weakness -Lack of monitoring data provided. 
-Too much information and that needs lots of working time. 
-Intuitive, i.e. don't need to read a large user guide to understand how to use the 
portal and quickly access data. 
-Lack of international standards for climate-related data/information. 
-Evapotranspiration is poorly documented, yet extremely important to the 
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impact modelling community. 
-The fail to provide tailored and standardized indicators to meet specific 
sectoral needs, and to clarify the capacity of current models/projections to 
reliably provide them 
-It is difficult to serve the different needs of customers with a different 
background. 

Strengths Access to the latest data 
 
Figure A26: Additional remarks of respondents   
 
Some respondents had some comments on the formulation of the question: 

• It is not very useful to identify weaknesses and strengths in this aggregated way. 
However it would be hard to overcome this and I wouldn’t have a better idea that is 
time-efficient. 

• I found answering these questions difficult because of vagueness. Which portals were 
supposed to be considered? 

• Generally, the portals provide the information we are looking for. Knowing the people 
responsible for the portals, there is no problem to get the specific information we need. 

• Some of these queries were a bit ambiguous. 'Uncertainty' is not a good phrase to use - 
rather state known limitations. Also see: 
http://www.realclimate.org/index.php/archives/2014/04/labels-for-climate-data 

• Question 12a is rather strangely formulated:  is this about the portal a country manages 
itself ? If so is it about adaptation services/portals or climate (data) portals or climate 
services? Or is it about other portals the so-called user is aware of (and if so how can 
he/she answer all these questions)? I answered question 12a trying to somehow 
address issues related to use by EEA of climate data from e.g. ESA, ECMWF, JRC 
and FP7 projects, to the extent feasible. 
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Figure A27: Important features of portals  
 
Free open access is considered to be the most important feature by almost 70% of the 
respondents (44/64), followed by Accessibility of data (around 60%) and Explanations of 
climate data and climate impact indicators (more than 50%). It can also be concluded that 
almost all individual features are considered to be very important/important or neutral by at 
least 60% of the respondents. Half of the features are even considered very important 
/important by 70% of the respondents. The features Different user entrances, Use of 
frequently asked questions and Provision of information on processing time for “heavy 
requests” involving large amounts of data are viewed most often as mostly unimportant or not 
important at all by the respondents. The features Different user entrances (24/64), Possibility 
to save user queries and Use of frequently asked questions (both 20/64) receive the answer 
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‘neutral’ most often. The features Ability to cope with numerous simultaneous users, 
Different user entrances (both 15/64), Guided search (e.g. guided by use cases, step-wise via 
discipline/key word lists) and Provision of information on processing time for “heavy 
requests” involving large amounts of data (both 10/64) were given the most ‘no opinion’ 
answers.  
 

 
Figure A28: Important features of portals (climate scientists) 
 
Climate scientists indicate Free open access (9) and Availability and quality of metadata (8) 
very important features of a portal.  Finalized products and Possibility to save user queries 
(both 7) were most often indicated as neutral. Ability to combine data, together with Help 
desk function and Different user entrances (all 3) were most often mentioned as being 
unimportant for a portal.  
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Figure A29: Important features of portals (impact researchers) 
 
Impact researchers indicate Free open access (14), Accessibility of data (13) and Information 
on uncertainty (10) very important features of a portal. The first two mentioned features don’t 
receive a different opinion at all other than being important or very important. The features 
Different user entrances (11) and Use of frequently asked questions (8) are most often 
indicated as neutral features for a portal. Different user entrances (2, 1), Use of frequently 
asked questions (2, 1), Guided search (2, 1) and Ability to cope with numerous simultaneous 
users (2, 1) were most often indicated as being unimportant/not important at all.  
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Figure A30: Important features of portals (intermediary/boundary organisations) 
 
Intermediary/boundary organisations indicate Free open access (16), Explanations of climate 
data and indicators (15) and Accessibility of data (14) most often as very important features of 
a portal. Most often mentioned as neutral features are Provision of information on processing 
(8), Different user entrances and Ability to cope with numerous simultaneous users (both 6). 
The latter two were also mentioned by the intermediary/boundary organisation most often as 
being features that are unimportant/not important at all for a portal.  
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Figure A31: Important features of portals (societal end users) 
 
When looking at the results of the opinion of the societal end users, it can immediately be 
seen that societal end users more often choose the option ‘no opinion’ to express their opinion 
on features. With the feature Ability to cope with numerous simultaneous users most often 
being ranked with ‘no opinion’. Like their answers for question 12 this might be due to them 
having a lack of experience with portals and therefore not have an opinion on these features, it 
may also be that they feel indifferent to the features and just don’t have an opinion. The 
societal end users rank Usage of understandable language, Diversity of subjects and Free open 
access (all 5) most often as very important. They do not have strong preferences for features 
they find unimportant/not important at all.   
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Figure A32: Important features of portals (others) 
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User type Top features ranked as very important 
Climate scientist Free open access 

Availability and quality of metadata  
Impact researcher Free open access 

Accessibility of data  
Information on uncertainty 

Intermediary/ 
boundary organisation 

Free open access 
Explanations of climate data and climate impact indicators 
Accessibility of data  

Societal end user Usage of understandable language 
Diversity of subjects  
Free open access 

Other Explanations of climate data and climate impact indicators 
Usage of understandable language 
Finalized products  
Availability and quality of metadata  

 
Figure A33: Top features ranked as very important 
 
13b. Are there any other important points that a portal should have that you want to 
mention? 
 

- I'm normally not the one who asks for the information, but I help others using the 
available data/information sources. Several of the above questions difficult to answer, 
since it depends often on the situation: the possibility of user defined subsets etc. is 
only important when hardly anything is predefined. ECA&D only works with 
predefined indices, however there are many (and still increasing), maps can be 
zoomed, etc. Many users find it difficult to get overview of all the available 
information: therefore overview (and indication of quality) is important. 

- Availability of basic tools for bias correction and downscaling; discussion on the 
strengths and weaknesses of each climate model, indication on some "minimal" set of 
models able to cover most of the range of possible futures. 

- As a policy maker I have no need for huge data sets. Thus qualities such as speed and 
volume of data availability are of minor importance for us. 

- Again question 13 is unclear. EEA is a user of climate services and a provider of 
adaptation services. But I tried to answer this based on the experiences with the same 
type of organisations as mentioned in question 12. 

- Take http://www.globalchange.gov/ as an example. 
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Figure A34: Preferred degree of involvement in the CLIPC project 
  
53% of the respondents would like to stay involved in CLIPC by being informed. 31% of the 
respondents would like to stay involved in CLIPC by consultation. 14% does not want be 
informed or consulted and one respondent gave the answer of wanting to stay involved if data 
for his/her specific country was made available. 
 

 
Figure A35: Preferred type of participation 
 
The next question follows up on what type of consultation is preferred. Most respondents 
would like to participate in a follow-up through questionnaires (37/64), followed by user 

53% 

31% 

14% 2% 

14. Would you like to stay involved in CLIPC by being 
informed (getting regular updates) and consulted (getting 

your feedback) on the project? 

Yes, informed

Yes, consulted

No, neither
informed nor
consulted
other

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40

Responding to focussed questionnaires to
specify user requirements (from…

Participating in a user panel workshop on
consolidating user requirements and…

Participating in a user panel and providing
periodically feedback on evolving…

Participating in interviews to specify user
requirements (from September 2014)

I do not want to participate in any future
activity

other

15. In what way(s) do you prefer to participate in a follow up 
session? 
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panel workshops on consolidation user requirements (26/64), participating in user panel 
(18/64) and interviews (13/64). Four respondents changed their minds and do want to 
participate and one respondent wanted to share ideas obtained providing climate services 
through all ways of participation. 
 
 
Final comments 
We would like to integrate the CLIPC data as much as possible with the PreventionWeb. We 
would therefore like to be involved in design discussions. 
  
I filled in this questionnaire as a "user" but actually I'm more a provider/developer of climate 
services. Are you also going to check the reactions of various groups of users to different 
types (existing) portals (what are good point, what is not working well). Can all types of users 
be accommodated with the same portal (I doubt it, but how to take care of the consistency 
between portals)? Do you also think of improving consistency between datasets (e.g. impacts 
from different sectors: is already difficult within the Netherlands, e.g. different ways to 
calculate water need and availability between hydrology and agriculture; let alone between 
different countries)? 
 
There is a need for a glossary and a controlled vocabulary, to avoid ambiguities in the data 
description. It is important to include empirical-statistical downscaled results in addition to 
RCM results for future projections. There must be some information about the validation and 
the model skill for producing the model results/projection - proper validation rather than 
'token' comparisons (a bias says nothing about the models' ability to predict changes or 
extremes). So-called 'bias correction' is a bad solution to fixing a problem with model results, 
and this should be up-front information, backed with some good justification. Most projection 
should be based on large multi-model ensembles rather than just one model or realisation. 
People often get the wrong ideas... 
 
Some local governments are just starting up in developing countries and you can advise on 
type of data and climate resources they need. 
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Annex 3: Interview guide 
 
Introduction  
 
As you know, we take part in the CLIPC project. We aim at understanding the needs of data 
(type of data, type of indicators, etc.) and at positioning CLIPC among other existing portals. 
In a previous phase, we have circulated and implemented an on-line survey maybe/apparently 
you answered. We are now carrying out more qualitative interviews with data portals users to 
deepen our understanding. 
 
Mention the privacy statement  
This interview and the treatment are anonymous. We treat the information you give us as 
confidential, the information will be used only for research purposes within the CLIPC and 
IS-ENES 2 projects.  
 
1 - Profile of the interviewee - Current use of available climate information and data - 
experience of those portals 

You regularly use climate or climate impact data, right?   
What kind of climate data you are looking for? Raw/processed data? Observation or satellite? 
Etc. 
Could you sum up in a few words the purpose of the consultancy?  
 - For what type of decision/action?  
 - And for a long time? How often? 
 
2 - Experience of climate data portals  

Where do you go to get climate information you need?  
 - Which websites/portals do you consult? How often?  
 - For the impact indicators, which sources do you use? 

 
What are the portals you are consulting most frequent? Why?  
And according to you, what are the portals the most consulted among your community (of 
climate scientists, among your colleagues)? Why? 
Could you characterize different "strategies" of consultation: purpose of the consultation and 
choice of the portal?  
 
Are there common needs among users you know? 
Are there divergent needs (which could be a problem for a portal like CLIPC)? 
 
Does your country has a national portal on climate? Do you use it? If not, why? Is there a 
need for a European portal, why and for whom? 
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3 - General opinion about the portals 

What is your general opinion about the different portals?  
 - are they practical?  
 - is the research of information effective? Could you give me an example? 
 - What do you think about those websites: what is their added value compared to 
  other sites?  
- Is there some information you would need and you can't find on the portal you were talking 
about in your example?  
 
What are the main strength of those portals? Could you give me a precise example? 
 - What about: 
  

 
 
Figure A36: Perceived major strengths in portals 
  
What are the main weakness of those portals? Could you give me a precise example? 
 - What about: 

Usually a major strength 
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Figure A37: Perceived major weaknesses in portals 
 
Which kind of information is missing in the portal, in which kind of presentation and for 
which audience? (different knowledge levels?) 
 
4 - Data needs and useful data 

What type of data would you need in priority and you think would be useful and 
relevant for CLIPC:   

- Would you need for example raw data / observational data? From satellites? 
Modelling data? 
- What degree of precision would be useful? 
- What spatial resolution? 
- Which parameters would be useful (temperatures, humidity, etc.)? 

 
What do you consider poor in current data sets? And what should CLIPC add to the existing 
sources? 
 
Are you satisfied with the format of data provided, or would you require more processed data 
or tools to post-process the data yourself? Could you give me an example? 
 

Usually a major weakness 
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Would like to see the data documented (per variable, per data source)? 
Do you need projections? At what time scale and spatial resolution? 
 
What about metadata?  
 
5 - Impact indicators 

 Do you use impact indicators? (If not mentioned before) 
- Which source do you use? What for?  
 - Could you give an example?  
Do you also need data on climate impacts, and if so, which ones in priority? 
 - In what format? Very aggregated or raw data? Numeric format vs maps or graphs? 
 - What indicators are not yet available, but important to have? Which ones in priority?  
 
Which main sources should be included? 
 - Could you give an example?  
 
What are the characteristic of a good climate date (representative? inclusion in EEA list, 
spatial coverage, etc.) according to you?  
 
Taking into account the fragmented/scattered nature of this kind of information, do you think 
it is possible to deal with climate impacts in the portal?  
 
Would you need metadata? Explanations of impact indicators?  
 
6- Ergonomics and functionalities 

Which current developments should a portal specifically take into account? E.g., the 
increasing amount of satellite and modelling data and the complexity to understand and deal 
with the growth of the data size and judging the added value of new over “old” data?   
What do you think of ergonomics of the interface of a climate data portal? Would you have 
some recommendations?  

- As far as the visualization of data and results are concerned, what are your needs? 
E.g., would you need web-GIS tools so as to draw maps directly online?  
- What about the data format you would need? Which functionalities would you need 
to convert data? Would a link towards GIS be useful? 
- Are WPS (web processing services) useful on the portal for example?  
 

7- Availability 

What about the conditions of data availability: users rights? Users fees?  
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8- Follow-up activities 

Are you interested in follow-up activities, such as participating in a panel that will test the 
platform when it will become available?  
- would you agree to help us to co-develop CLIPC? 
- Do you want to be kept informed about CLIPC developments?  
For example: 

- participation in focussed online surveys  
- interviews  
- user panel providing regular feedback on evolving platform    
- participation in user requirement workshop (Feb 2015) 
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Annex 4: CLIPC workshop on user requirements 
Summary of findings 

Introduction 

In the context of the CLIPC project a user requirement workshop was organised on February 
3rd 2015, in Amsterdam, The Netherlands. The workshop was organised for potential users of 
the CLIPC portal, including climate scientists, impacts researchers and intermediary 
organisations. Their feedback on preliminary ideas, components and mock-ups is considered 
essential to maximize the relevance of the CLIPC Portal for users across Europe. This report 
provides a summary of the users’ feedback given during the workshop. The workshop results 
will be integrated with other CLIPC activities on user requirements and will be documented in 
a project deliverable which will be available by the end of February (2015) at 
http://www.clipc.eu/. 
 
The objectives of the CLIPC user requirements workshop included:  

• To test, discuss and receive feedback from potential users on preliminary ideas, 
components and mock-ups;  

• To further specify and prioritise requirements for a data platform and climate impact 
toolkit;  

• To manage expectations;  
• To identify needs/opportunities for user consultation in the next 1.5 years.  

 
The participants were divided into three subgroups: climate scientist, impact researchers and 
intermediary/boundary organisations. Each subgroups discussed ideas and mock-ups as to: 1) 
data format & access, and finding data5; 2) architecture and user interfaces and 3) impact data 
processing and exploration tools. The tables A1, 2 and 3 shows the results of the subgroup 
discussions in terms of user requirements and recommendations for the further development 
of a climate information portal having an asset comparing with existing portals.  
 

Table A1: Subgroup session 1 – Climate data format & access and finding data 

Climate 
scientists 

Requirements 
 

- Offer high volume data transfer for climate scientists. 
- People working in specific sectors should be able to search via 

the sector to obtain the required data. 
- Use consistent approach to select input datasets which will be 

offered on the platform. 
- Indicate if data quality was assessed and if there is agreement 

between similar datasets. Some kind of validation behind the 
data, could be indicated by a colour code. 

- Important to enable “user feedback”.  Whatever strategy 
CLIPC will use to implement “user feedback” it requires 

5 CLIPC will provide climate data including tier 1 indicators (climate system - climatological statistics), tier 2 indicators (impact of climate 
change on physical environment) and tier 3 indicators (impact of climate change on society).  
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quality control 
Added value/ 
recommendations 
 

- Model projections, reanalysis data and observations should be 
used together in indicators. 

- Show a table of available data on the portal, so everyone can 
directly see the full set of data available and then choose what 
suits them best individually. 

- Describe data in a text and enable to search texts via keywords.  
- Include in data description potential uses of the data  
- Tag data to enable better finding from different points of 

access. 
- “Amazon” approach: combine search term with data 

downloaded in the end, “if you are looking for this you might 
also be interested in…”, save and work with click, search and 
download history. 

- Combine well-structured access through topics/sectors and 
direct access through search. 

- Enable user feedback provide e.g. inform users on the use of 
similar indicators in other contexts or by other authors. 
Whatever strategy CLIPC will use to implement “user 
feedback” it would require some quality control  

- Bias correction both in user comments/valuation and in data as 
such. 

- Implement an identifier which can be followed back to user. 
- Added value of the CLIPC portal: 

o Actual download offered 
o Links/tools to download 
o No movement or duplication of data 
o Building some interlinking 
o Transform and republish 

 
Additional 
remarks 

- How to deal with indicators which are relevant in different 
sectors, overlapping? Tagging on various points, or make 
reference in annotations. 

- Answers to questions/comments of users should mainly come 
from CLIPC, contact of data providers only for very specific 
questions. 

- Be aware of updates, in case of links, make sure they are 
updated. 

Future actions/ 
involvement of 
users 

- Workshops, forum, target users, literature Review (as a starter 
to get into specific topics), used vocabulary. 

Impact 
researchers 

Requirements 
 

- Selection of output format  
- Need for reduced ensembles/ information 
- Tool for combining NetCDF files for generating long time 

series 
- Biased and non-biased data 

Added value/ 
recommendations 
 

- A requirement is to have both biased and non-biased data. An 
added value would be the providing guidance on the use of 
bias vs non-biased data and the implications for particular 
uses. 

- Include performance aspects; everything included in IPCC is 
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acceptable as a model. 
- Link the data to ESGF, in there are often broken up datasets. 

An added value would be to flexibly put together various data 
sets/steps (time and space). 

- Ask in a user consultation: provide list of indicators and find 
the gaps, what is missing in each users’ perspective. 

- Data quality vs uncertainty, there is a need for clear 
terminology, definition and ethics. 

Remarks - No general solution on bias correction, work together with 
different projects and approaches, data provided has to be 
chosen. 

Intermediary 
organisations
/boundary 
workers 

Requirements 
 

- It would be good to have an indicator spanning from 
observational data through seasonal to long-term projections. 

- Standardized data sets are needed; time consuming if data first 
has to be sorted by each variable. 

Added value/ 
recommendations 
 

- Guidance, people really need it. 
- Being able to combine different sources of data. 
- We should make everything possible to make climate 

information accessible to everyone. 
- Give courses on how to process data. 
- Ensure traceability and very clear meta-data to describe 

changes which have been made to the data beforehand. 
- Maturity process indicator to show if data has already been 

valued. 
- Invest more in guidance, well-documented data and 

information and offer a more basic set to work with 
individually instead of correcting and changing too much. 

- Rather learn what people need than what tool they expect to 
use. 

- Provide some demonstrators for several topics. 
- Produce a matrix of indicators, data and target, to have a direct 

overview. 
- Storylines are nice, but why start with existing indicators, this 

is more a justification of why indicators are used, and rather 
start from what is needed to what indicator is suitable and then 
what is existing and what can be developed. 

- When presenting metadata also try to indicate the 
consequences of the methods/assumptions/etc. for the use or 
interpretation of the data/indicators. 

Remarks - The assumption that intermediary people are only working 
with indicators is wrong, they also make use of datasets. 

- Clarify the term ‘indicator’ – some of the indicators presented 
would be better described as factors, parameters, indices etc. 
impact indicators are very specific and underpinned by robust 
criteria/protocols.  

- The term impact indicator can lead to confusion; vulnerability 
assessment is going to be more important than impact 
assessment for adaptation management.  

- Some people don’t want to deal with bias correction or 
calendar issues. 

- CHARM can help link automatically attaching meta-data 
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information to data. 
Future actions/ 
involvement of 
users 

- Present cases, best practices, papers on the use of datasets by 
the research community. 

 

Table A2: Subgroup session 2 – Architecture and user interfaces  

Climate 
scientists 
 
(focus: Data 
discovery 
service, 
vocabulary 
service) 

Requirements - Select time frequency, e.g. daily, monthly, sub-daily. 
Added value/ 
recommendations 

- Let the system choose your timeframe for you if it doesn’t fit 
into the searched data. 

- Fill in two dates and show all datasets with the results, so not a 
timeframe, but two separate dates.   

- An added value can be that you can process the data to the 
format you want in your basket. 

- If you can cut down the data volume that would be great added 
value. 

- Text on the website should be short with keywords 
highlighted. 

Remarks 
 

 

- You want to disregard the data that only has a part of the 
timeframe, you want to get a datasets that have your whole 
timeframe in there. 

- Wording can be difficult, take time for this. 
Future actions/ 
involvement of 
users 

- Parameter vocabularies for different datasets. 
- Post-processing  user notification email.  

Impact 
researchers 
 
(focus: Data 
set catalogue, 
MyCLIPC 
processing 
services, 
knowledge 
base) 

Requirements 
 

- Very often you want long time series with the best historical 
time series, if they are available for global datasets, you would 
like to go there. Might be interesting to consider if the global/ 
European datasets can be complementary. 

- Crucial to make a search difference available between 
observations and projections. 

- Check in the visualization tool to see what the data look like 
that you can download (not necessary to have to download it) 
and then download the data into your own models and you can 
compare it to the CLIPC visualisation. 

Added value/ 
recommendations 
 

- From a user point of view it is a limitation if only European 
data is available. Added value of CLIPC is processing 
indicators that are relevant for Europe. 

- One sentence for every dataset, not a paragraph. Otherwise 
people won’t read it. Keep descriptions of data short! 

- Why there is a separation between dataset catalogue and the 
raw data search: can we hide that from the user? You shouldn’t 
have to worry about the different datasets. 

- It would be a big added value to be able to combine datasets 
that you can download in smaller pieces (time steps) to make a 
bigger dataset. 

- Good to filter on the data you can actually compare and 
process, and not show the data that you cannot compare. 

- Add simple search box on the homepage where you can 
quickly find data.  

- It would be very useful to have the possibility to choose a 
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region in your downloaded data set. 
- Issue to consider is to ensure transparency, clear description of 

the procedures that are followed during processing of data.  
- User to user interaction should be provided into the tool. It is a 

very powerful way of building up the usage of the tool. Like a 
forum or message board which needs to be moderated. 

- Some sort of different levels showing simplified data versions 
that can be expanded to show more details. 

- Add “Google features” --> search function on the home page 
and give related data/indicators in search queries. 

- Room to implement functionalities/guidance to increase the 
added value for impact researchers. 

Remarks 
 

 

- Wording should be clear, so that user groups will know where 
to go on the website. 

- Important to get feedback from the user, did your query work? 
- Would like real guidance, like, I want to do this and how do I 

do it? Give advice (climate date guide). Also a top down 
advice: you can use this data for that purpose. 

- Need to limit the need to go to external sites to complete task. 
- Searching/processing seems to start from input side, I’d rather 

like to start from output/end product side. Somehow from 
“needs” rather than from “availability”. 

Intermediary 
organisations
/boundary 
workers 
 
(focus: 
Climate 
impact 
indication 
viewing 
services and 
toolbox) 

Requirements No requirements given 
Added value/ 
recommendations 
 

- Do not use the word “education”: but guidance and use cases. 
Education gives teaching associations and suggests only 
students. Climate AND impact indicators. And not “raw data”, 
but access to data sources/sets. 

- Do not try to put people into experts or non-experts, because 
people don’t see themselves as non-experts. 

- For some indicators time series are more important than spatial 
maps. Especially for observations. 

- If you want to assess trends it is difficult to use maps, it is 
more useful to have maps or graphs for comparison. 

- Pop-up windows with guidance would be great in the maps. 
- Be very explicit on methods. To know where the data that is 

being shown comes from. Very important to give the 
background /traceability information on all components/ 
functions (e.g. about how the scenarios have been constructed). 

- Would be nice to be able to tweak the data with a slider and 
see the influence of your actions on the data. 

- Suggestion of a storyline that takes you through the data which 
you can click on to go to that toolbox and play with that. 

- Make the uncertainties clear for correct interpretation of 
results. 

Remarks 
 

 

- Sometimes better to use the wording instead of the tier 1, 2, 3 
indicators.  

- Viewer only as a first step. It is more of a teaser for societal 
end-users. 

- You don’t show the internal variability/uncertainty within the 
data of the maps. The information that is shown on a map 
should be the most robust. 
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Table A3: Subgroup session 3 – Impact data processing and exploration tools  

Climate 
scientists 

Requirements 
 

- Indicator aggregation tool: there is a need for both guided and 
free mode. 

- Needs for probability functions. 
- Click on a region and get the underlying data. 

Added value/ 
recommendations 
 

- Provide standardised/most useful spatial units for a particular 
dataset. A recommendation of an appropriate standard. But 
still allow users to choose something different. 

- Guide/warn user in regard to their choice. 
- Frame the terminology on hazard, exposure, sensitivity, 

vulnerability as in IPCC AR5 WGII. 
- Please don't use IIASA scenarios issues scale and reality 

scientific problems. 
- To be able to upload one's own date would be good. 

Remarks 
 

 

- Free selection: run the risk of many "wrong" feedbacks. 
- Aggregation tool: you need maps to show uncertainties like 2 

maps: worst case, best case. It is asked by impact researchers 
and stakeholders and we, as scientists must relay the info. 

Impact 
researchers 

Requirements 
 

- A need for standardization, for example, CLIPC could propose 
standards for mapping, for colouring, etc. 

- Nuts areas and river basins and free polygon data selection 
would be necessary (and not "or"). 

- A need for a good documentation of combination 
methodology. And no black box calculations! 

Added value/ 
recommendations 
 

- Some would appreciate "on-the-fly" tools (e.g. for screening) 
but for specialised purposes use their own tools. 

- Use "potential impacts" rather than "impacts"! 
- Provide narrative to guide the interpretation of unexperienced 

users. 
- Interactions and feedbacks between users would be 

appreciated: to be able to use that kind of tools, be able to 
share quality results/maps created by users (perhaps for quality 
check), to build a community of users; to be able to share 
scripts. Need for user registration to allow interactions among 
users. 

- It could be more interesting to have a functionality to introduce 
your own national scenarios. 

- Make a link to other research projects using scenarios. 
- The use of "probability" is better than "uncertainty". 
- Indicators for policy-makers need a narrative to guide 

interpretation. 
- Introduce a "help tool" to provide advice on how to do certain 

activities/analysis. 
- Visual vs written explanation: both! But you should consider 

the latter complementary to maps. 
- CLIPC can and should be used by impact researchers to set up 

processes that allow end users to go there and get on-the-fly 
info they need. 

Remarks 
 

- Hydrologists have no use of corrective bias- corrected data as. 
Only raw data. 
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 - It is useful and important to prevent users to make non 
consistent combinations. 

- Integrated scenario tools on some aspects too sensitive. 
- Specific tailor-made design for mobile platforms, e.g. tablets, 

smartphones? Would be good for future relevance. 
- In the information box could you include the original 

intention/use of dataset? This hopefully helps determining 
appropriate use. 

- Individual national scenarios do not sound useful. IIASA's 
SSPs developed globally and does not have the granularity. 

- Scatter-plot to show where in the uncertainty range a selected 
climate scenario is located as a simple visual device that could 
be shown next to a map of an impact map. 

- Socio-economic scenarios that give more details than the 
IIASA database for the SSPs from other projects, e.g. 
IMPRESSIONS. 

- Uncertainties visualization in addition to textual explanation 
e.g. min and maxi and average next to each other. 

- Scenario tool provides access to as many available scenarios as 
possible and incorporate new ones as they become available. 

- Important to make sense of combination between indicators. 
Dimensionless must be clearly explained. 

- Color ramps should have pre-defined standardized suggestions 
but also possible to be user customizable. 

Intermediary 
organisations
/boundary 
workers 

Requirements 
 

- There is a need to go further than guided mode: a need to offer 
key issues/indicators from policy point of view. 

- A recurrent need to send "warning messages". 
- The portal should offer the possibility for users to define for 

example thresholds.  
- The portal should explain methods behind scenarios. 
- Guidance on interpretation of data. 

Added value/ 
recommendations 
 

- The interface presented ("Indices processing") seems not meet 
the expectations of the participants: this kind of presentation 
seems not to be useful, a wizard style would be more useful. 

- The portal could offer a warning / a guidance for users:  
o guidance for resolution of the dataset, on use and 

interpretation of the data, within the interface for 
retrieve and select datasets, etc.;  

o guidance what the selection is for;  
o guidance/elements for justifications (e.g. how explain 

that model A is better than model B).  
- A guided mode for CLIPC is important. Two types of mode: a 

"ready-made" mode for less experienced / a "sandbox mode" 
for more experienced. 

- It could be good to suggest "sensible" combinations. 
- A need to clarify the terminology (e.g. "indicators"). 
- Imagine three fictional characters to help to design the portal. 

Then offer the appropriate mode. 
- Three modes could be offered: a "scientifically robust", a 

guided mode (more free mode but presenting reasonable 
combinations) and a more experienced mode (CLIPC does not 
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take the responsibility of what you create here, but this mode 
offers the possibility to test combinations to see if there is a 
new correlation, to permit exploration). 

- Vulnerability indicators: more useful in development of 
adaptation options than just impact indicators (which do not 
consider adaptive capacities). 

- Scenario tools: this should be an optional function (many 
adaptation strategies will not use it). 

- Also deal with uncertainty associated to socio-economic 
datasets in which impact indicators are based. 

- Provide guidance to avoid irrelevant combinations of 
indicators. 

- Refer to a common set of indicators referring to the EC 
strategy on CC adaptation. 

- Polishing the vocabulary, do not use many acronyms, use full 
indices, model names parameters names. 

- Add uncertainty in bias correction please. 
- Overview of available datasets that could be used for 

processing. 
- Guidance on advantages/possibilities and disadvantages of 

various datasets. 
Remarks 
 

 

- The portal cannot be designed for everyone. Three groups of 
users are identified but maybe it is already too much! Maybe 
two modes: sandbox mode and guided mode. 

- Trust in the data is important, both guided and sandbox mode 
need info about uncertainties, from where do the datasets come 
from, etc. (Meta-data). 

- To define the set of indicators to be integrated in CLIPC, I 
think it is important to see which indicators are being used in 
policies. Select them and after survey their evolution based on 
future climatic and other projections. 

- Language/terminology is a key point. 
- The V - C - IAV can be dangerous if you take a fake value the 

change in exposure and adaptive capacity have no statistical 
significance. 

- Integrated scenario tool: what about national climate change 
scenario? Or for socio-economic and land use scenarios? Often 
important for policy makers at sub-national levels. 

- Indicator aggregation tool: Assumes more or less linear 
relation between indicators and sensitivity. Warning that this 
may regularly give a wrong impression. 

- Guiding the user choice: CHARME tools could help here, 
perhaps search on commentary types? E.g. availability of 
journal articles, quality assessments, etc. Particularly previous 
use of that data. 

 

Concluding discussion 
 
Summary session 1 Data format and access; finding the data  
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The three user categories recommended that there should be a better description of common 
terms that have different meanings in the different groups, such as for example, indicator, raw 
data, etc. Especially the intermediary organisations mentioned that the use of the term 
‘indicator’ is confusing. Guidance, description and explanation were mentioned as being 
important for all users, both on the data and on the impact indicators.  
 
There were conflicting opinions between and within user groups on bias correction. Some 
participants opted to have bias corrected data already available, some opted for being able to 
do the bias correction themselves if needed. Participants found agreement in the discussion 
that providing guidance on what bias correction can be useful for and if it makes sense to do 
so is definitely necessary. This was mainly suggested by impact researchers. 
 
A recommendation given by the climate scientists and intermediary organisations is that it 
would be good to try and find out what users intend to do with the data and try to fit that 
purpose when providing them with information. This means starting at the demand side 
instead of the supply side. It is clear to all types of user that are participating that guidance 
should be provided early on. A feedback system of users on data is mentioned by climate 
scientists as an important suggestion to add to the portal: how was the data used and how is 
the data valuated? 
 
Summary session 2 CLIPC architecture and user interface  
 
From the session it could be concluded that climate scientists and impact researchers currently 
already know the way to finding data. They find the added value of CLIPC lies in the 
availability of processing tools. All user categories are happy with the drilldown 'and-and' 
search function that is already implemented in the mock-ups of the indicator toolbox of 
CLIPC. The ‘and-and’ search function allows a user to search the data on combinations of 
inputs, such as time and indicator, or two indicators. Impact researchers do add that they want 
to be able to distinct between observational and projected data in their search queries. The 
climate scientists would like to be able to select time frames in the data search, so a start date 
and an end date to only get data back that lies in that time frame.  
 
The current input data to the CLIPC portal are global climate models. The impact researchers 
mentioned that the data coverage should not only include global models, but also regional 
models. Like data that is being collected by several EU projects. The impact researchers 
agreed that a user-user interaction function is a real added value for a portal. This does require 
some form of moderating, but allows users to share their experiences and previously 
performed search queries. In this sub session guidance was also mentioned as a very highly 
appreciated aspect by the impact researchers, such as “how do I get to this result”, and “for 
what purpose can I use this data?”  
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The visualization user interface, displaying information on maps, was mostly discussed with 
the intermediary organizations. The maps were viewed as illustrative, but there is also a need 
for trends which are more easily presented in graphs. There was a clear concern for 
uncertainties in maps which needs to be dealt with in wording.  
 
Recommendations for the future development are that the user interface for the indicator 
toolbox needs more involvement of end users. The search functionality for data should be 
checked with users and a common terminology or a glossary should be added to avoid 
different interpretations of terms. 
 
Summary session 3 Impact data processing and exploration tools  
 
A common finding among user groups during this sub session was the keyword ‘guidance’, 
meaning guidance on processing and guidance on what you are doing and includes guidance 
for the less-experienced or end user. Standardizing is a preferred process that CLIPC should 
incorporate to allow easy sharing of data with other projects.  
 
There was some discussion on the balance between restricted use versus full freedom of use. 
Giving users unlimited freedom to work with indicators and tools can often lead to poor 
outcomes. For example, users need to know what combinations make sense. It is important to 
provide them with that information. 
  
Intermediary organisations recommended setting up personas for each user type to help with 
the portal design. The possibility to interact between users in a user-to-user interaction was 
mentioned by two user groups (impact researchers and intermediary organisations) as a real 
added value for CLIPC. 
 
What can be an added value of CLIPC? 
An added value for CLIPC could be to provide interaction between different datasets and 
allow the use of the impact indicators in the visualisation tool. Bring in data through to the 
indicator toolbox and provide a sequence of steps leading a user through the whole process 
from data to indicator as a way to provide guidance. Including socio-economic data on the 
portal to be able to compare join it with climate data would be an added value. There was also 
a suggestion on the wording of CLIPC; instead of calling it the CLIPC portal, it could rather 
be a platform. This limits possible confusion of CLIPC being a new portal instead of a source 
of new data and data already available.  
 
CLIPC can set the standard for other portals and provide information on how such a portal 
can work. Not only for the user-to-user interaction, but also for other types of user interaction, 
it is important to moderate what users do, so that things don’t go astray. Give good guidance 
to the different needs of the different users and provide them with information on what is 
sensible to do with the data.  
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During the workshop the climate scientists and impact researchers both indicated they would 
find it a great added value if CLIPC could provide users with a choice in format of the 
downloadable data, and the ability to choose the size of the downloaded data or to combine 
datasets. Portals now often provide huge datasets which are difficult to work with because of 
their size. 
 
Again, a real added value can come from the user-to-user interaction which is not used in 
other portals. Participants of the workshop indicated that the possibility to freely search on 
terms in an Amazon or Google way would be an added value, especially if it would then give 
suggestions for other queries to search on.   
 
Wider user involvement/community  
Users can get more involved in CLIPC through a LinkedIn page. By building a group and 
constantly feed in progress and news items keeps users involved and interested. On the 
downside, to feed in information via LinkedIn is ok, but it is sometimes better to use email if 
you want to make sure that users read important messages.  
 
To allow a wider user involvement it is recommended to use other workshops where CLIPC 
can be presented or to have a session on CLIPC. This is also something IS-ENES has good 
experience with. It is also opted to participate in already set large scale events, e.g. COP, at 
least to inform people about the process of CLIPC and raise awareness. To involve users from 
different sectors it is recommended to search for sector specific events and try to present the 
work of CLIPC there. EUPORIAS has experience with using this method. EUPORIAS also 
has their report out on 80 interviews which can be partly used to learn from for CLIPC. A 
comparison to other Copernicus attached services in their prophase can also be made. They 
also need to have user involvement. Generally the problem of lacking user involvement was 
experienced with earlier projects.  
 
Currently the regional distribution of participants in CLIPC is very unequal. In spite of the 
request to many potential users in East and South European countries, there is still limited 
participation from these parts of Europe. To resolve this, the participants in the workshop 
could be sent a list of sectors and countries CLIPC still wants to involve and the participant 
can provide names of people.  
 
 
 
Future user interactions 
A schedule for user interactions for the coming months has been discussed. In between the 
user requirement workshop (3 Feb 2014) and the final face to face workshop at the end of the 
project (Nov, 2016), regular feedback sessions will be planned (Figure 1). These sessions will 
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include focussed online questionnaires, web conferences, telephone calls and discussions 
during conferences organized by others.  
April 2015: Feedback will be asked on portal version 0.1 in which progress has 

been made on the MyCLIPC processing service, data set catalogue and 
the viewing services. 

October 2015:  Feedback will be asked on portal version 0.2 in which progress has 
been made on user authentication, data discovery, annotation and the 
glossary. In addition an upgraded version of the viewing service will be 
ready.  

January 2016:  Portal version 1 including all components will be ready for user 
feedback.  

May 2016:  Feedback will be asked on portal version 1.1 in which the different 
components are further developed.   

September 2016:  A pre-prototype of the CLIPC portal will be shared amongst users for 
receiving feedback. 

November 2016:  Second face to face workshop during which user will evaluate the 
usefulness of the CLIPC climate information portal    

 
In between the releases of different portal versions, user will be approached on a more ad hoc 
basis to discuss specifics issues.  
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Figure A4.1: Schedule for future user interaction  
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List of participants of CLIPC user requirements workshop 
 

 
Subgroup: Climate scientist (yellow) led by María Mañez 

 
Name Organisation Country e-mail address 

1 Hanna Mäkelä Finnish Meteorological Institute Finland Hanna.Makela@fmi.fi 
2 Kari Luojus Finnish Meteorological Institute Finland kari.luojus@fmi.fi 
3 Milka Radojevic CERFACS (ISENES + CLIPC projects) France milka.radojevic@cerfacs.fr  
4 Christian Pagé CERFACS (ISENES + CLIPC projects) France christian.page@cerfacs.fr 
5 Paul-Antoine  Michelangeli EDF- France France paul-antoine.michelangeli@edf.fr 
6 Lars Barring Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute (ISENES + CLIPC project) Sweden Lars.Barring@smhi.se 
7 Christina Photiadou KNMI - Dutch meteorological institute Netherlands christiana.photiadou@knmi.nl 
8 Else van den Besselaar KNMI - Dutch meteorological institute Netherlands else.van.den.besselaar@knmi.nl 
9 Hans Olav Hygen Norwegian Meteorological Institute (CLIPC) Norway hans.olav.hygen@met.no 

 
 

Subgroup: Impact researchers (red) led by Rob Swart 

 
Name Organisation Country e-mail address 

1 Milan Mesic University of Zagreb Faculty of Agriculture Croatia mmesic@agr.hr 
2 Martin Drews Technical University of Denmark Denmark mard@dtu.dk 
3 Stefan Fronzek SYKE (+CLIPC) Finland Stefan.Fronzek@ymparisto.fi 

4 Jean-Philippe Vidal 
Irstea - National Research Institute of Science and Technology for 
Environment and Agriculture France jean-philippe.vidal@irstea.fr 

5 Matteo De Felice 

Energy and Environment Modeling Unit, Climate Impacts and Modeling lab, 
ENEA (Italian Energy, New Technology and Sustainable Development 
Agency)   Italy   matteo.defelice@enea.it 

6 Eleni Karali CMCC Italy eleni.karali@cmcc.it 
7 Ronald Hutjes Earth Systems Science group, Wageningen University (ISENES project) Netherlands Ronald.hutjes@wur.nl 
8 Antonio Graça So Grape Portugal antonio.graca@sogrape.pt 
9 Fai Fung UK Environment Agency UK fai.fung@environment-agency.gov.uk 
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Subgroup: Intermediary organisations - societal end users (green) led by Ghislain Dubois 

  Name Organisation Country e-mail address 
1 Harilaos Loukos Climate-KIC France harilaos.loukos@gmail.com 
2 Julia Hidalgo University Toulouse - LISST France julia.hidalgo@univ-tlse2.fr 
3 Erik van Slobbe Earth Systems Science group, Wageningen University (ISENES project)  Netherlands Erik.vanSlobbe@wur.nl 
4 Janette Bessembinder KNMI - Dutch meteorological institute Netherlands bessembi@knmi.nl 
5 Mike Harley Climate Resilience Limited UK mikejharley@hotmail.co.uk 
6 Carlo Buontempo UK met office UK carlo.buontempo@metoffice.gov.uk 
7 Debbie Clifford University of Reading UK d.j.clifford@reading.ac.uk 

 

 
 
 

    
 

CLIPC  - organisation 

 
Name Organisation Country e-mail address 

1 Ghislain Dubois Tourism and Environment Consultants (TEC)   France dubois.ghislain@tec-conseil.com 
2 Sandrine Dhenain Tourism and Environment Consultants (TEC)   France Sandrine.Dhenain@tec-conseil.com 
3 Ellinor Roth HZG Climate Service Center 2.0 Germany Ellinor.Roth@hzg.de 
4 María Máñez  HZG Climate Service Center 2.0 Germany maria.manez@hzg.de 
5 Luis Costa Potsdam Institute for Climate Impact Research (PIK) Germany carvalho@pik-potsdam.de 
6 Johannes Lueckenkoetter Technical University Dortmund Germany johannes.lueckenkoetter@tu-dortmund.de 
7 Wim Som de Cerff KNMI - Dutch meteorological institute Netherlands sdecerff@knmi.nl 
8 Peter Thijsse Maris Netherlands peter@maris.nl 
9 Hasse Goosen Alterra - Wageningen UR Netherlands hasse.goosen@wur.nl 
10 Rob Swart Alterra - Wageningen UR Netherlands Rob.Swart@wur.nl 
11 Channah Betgen Alterra - Wageningen UR Netherlands channah.betgen@wur.nl 
12 Annemarie Groot Alterra - Wageningen UR Netherlands annemarie.groot@wur.nl 
13 Martin  Juckes STFC UK martin.juckes@stfc.ac.uk 
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